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When an angry German stormed into their Walldorf studio in the wee 
hours of the morning with a elenehed fist. Roger Glover held his breath 

and wondered if this new LP would ever be finished.
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TAeep Purple have had more trouble- 
jL/ plagued tours and recording ses
sions than the kerosene marks on 
Ritchie Blackmore’s used Fender 
Stratocaster guitars. There have been 
tour-destroying cases of hepatitis (Ian 
Gillan and Ritchie), broken instru
ments (John Lord’s organ fell from 
a truck), and casinos in flame (before 
the taping of Machine Head). Ian 
Gillan suffered a broken hand (which 
has yet to be set properly) and Roger 
Glover was a victim of psychosomatic 
pains that drove him to a hypnotist 
And the most recent catastrophe came 
at an Oklahoma concert, when one 
over-excited fan pulled a .38 from his 
pocket and let loose with a barrage 
of bullets that sent the group scurry
ing for cover.

But despite the problems that in
terrupted six major American tours 
and over one hundred concert dates 
last year alone, when Machine Head 
won a gold trophy last September, the 
tensions seemed well worth the effort 
For Purple had won the ears of over 
one million avid American fans for 
the first time since the boys began 
playing together in 1968. And for the 
first time in their years of touring the
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Roger Glover, bass: He si 
when he recalls the luxurj 
Jo Japan . . . and the

les happily 
\s bath house 

leasing Oriental

States, the group’s visit this winter saw 
Purple playing to 10,000 frenzied fol
lowers in Chicago’s vast Amphithea
ter, 11,500 at Indianapolis’ State Au
ditorium, and an unbelievable 18,000 
at Minneapolis' Metropolitan Theater, 
challenging the crowds pulled by such 
top draws as Grand Funk, Rod Stew
art, and even Jethro Tull.

First Gold LP: “It’s fantastic. It’s 
the breakthrough we’ve been waiting 
for,” exclaimed Roger Glover, when 
Warner Brothers phoned the group in 
Europe to tell them Machine Head 
had struck gold. But if the exciting 
news met with less than a cascading 
champagne reception, it was not for 
lack of Purple excitement, for the 
boys were involved in yet another 
project, the making of their fourth 
LP since Ian Gillan and Roger Glover 
joined the group in 1970.

The making of the LP Who Do We 
Think We Are carried the boys 
through over 20 pressure-cooker days 
in two countries and was interrupted 
several times for tours of England, 
Japan, and the United States; but 
when Roger Glover, John Lord and 
Ian Gillan finished the final dubbing 
and staggered wearily out of a 
studio in the remote German town of 
Walldorf, they knew they had created 
something very special—an LP des
tined to send their admirers in Ameri-

TanGiffSWTfW^er: In "Our Lady of the 
Skies," he and Roger tried to revolution
ize Deep Purple’s writing techniques by 
penning the lyrics BEFORE the music. 
The result was a dismal failure, the song 
was reworked, and Ian learned that Deep 
Purple music comes from a group effort.

ca racing for the record stores before 
the LP sold out.

Deep Purple had always had a i 
strong aversion to working in a studio. ' 
Their special brand of music needed ; 
a less formal setting, a setting where • 
they could feel free to improvise and | 
create. The making of Machine Head 
had carried them to the corridor of a [ 
hotel in Montreux, Switzerland, and j 
for Who Do We Think We Are they 
sought the same isolation: “A place 
that sounds nice, so we can write 
where we record,” explained Ian Gil
lan. They tumbled into the trusty port
able Rolling Stone 16-track mobile | 
studio and headed down to Italy to 
rent a small villa several miles from 
Rome, where they hoped to find the 
seclusion they sought.

Roman nobles: At first, the bare 
stucco villa seemed ideal. The little 
tower on its roof and the bare marble ; 
on its floors gave the house an air of , 
patrician nobility. The six-bedroom 
house held the group’s families com
fortably, and everyone seemed pleas- ! 
ed. But despite the quaint turret and 
the swimming pool, something was 
very wrong. For one, the Rolling 
Stone’s massive van couldn’t fit 
through the gate of the estate, and 
the boys were forced to park it a 
quarter of a mile down the road. “We 
had to walk all the way down the



MUSIC

How did you lose your virginity, 
Mary Long?

When will you lose your stupidity, 
Mary Long? . . .

When the nation knew you had 
children

It came as such a surprise
We really didn't know you had it 

in you
How you did it we can only 

surmise . . .

Flying to the rising sun 
Faces smile at everyone 
Yes, she is a holy tradition 
I feel it in my heart . . . 
My woman from Tokyo 
She makes me see 
My woman from Tokyo 
She’s so good to me . . .

Ian Palce, drums: While John and Roger 
were tromping through the German woods 
at six In the morning to photograph the 
sunrise, Ian was driving home in his new 
Aston Martin to begin the LP’s final 
mixing.

over the riff,” laughs Roger. By the 
time the jam was over, Roger and 
Ian had the idea for the lyrics—a 
song that Roger says was inspired by 
their upcoming Japanese tour. “It’s 
funny,” he added. “We wrote this 
song before we left for Japan in Au
gust. It’s all about a chick in Tokyo, 
and I guess you could say we were 
fantasizing about what it would be 
like over there. But the funny thing 
about it is that it really came true. I 
met a girl over in Japan, and now I 
do have a Japanese girl friend.”

While Ritchie hid in the garage, 
utilizing the echo for his lead guitar 
work, Roger and Ian put the finishing 
touches on what undoubtedly is one 
of the strongest cuts on the LP.

Interrupted sessions: Although 
“Woman From Tokyo” proved an 
outstanding success, the boys soon 
realized that sound difficulties would 
make future recordings in Italy im
possible. They packed up equipment 
and families and flew off for a week
long Japanese tour, then raced to 
America for a short gig in the States, 
and finally returned to London in 
mid-September to begin a series of 
concerts that had staid English fans 
frantically boogieing in the*aisles and 
screaming for more.

“But when the tours were through,” 
remembers Roger, “we were left with 
the problem of where to finish re
cording the album. Time was running 
out on us, and pressures were adding 
up. We knew we couldn’t go back to 
Italy, and finally our promoters in 
Germany found a disused old two- 
track studio in Walldorf, Germany, a 
little town outside of Frankfurt.”

German storm-trooper: Ian Paice 
quickly ferried across the channel in 
his Aston Martin and met the four 
other members, who had already 
flown to Germany. They made reser
vations at a nearby hotel for their 
families, and sat down to begin work.

Putting Mary on: While rivulets of 
beer dribbled down from the bottles 
on top of the organ to the keys, Roger 
and Ian put the finishing touches to 
their satiric piece about the adven
tures of Mary Whitehouse and Lord 
Longford, two self-avowed protectors 
of British morality. Mary led crusades 
against smutty rock lyrics (two such 
fights were leveled against Alice Coop
er and Paul McCartney) and indecent 
adolescent behavior, and her sermons 
in London’s Sunday Chronicle created 
one major controversy after another. 
With these events in mind, Ian penned 
“Mary Long,” combining the Lord 
Longford’s name with Mary’s:

road just to listen to a playback,” ex
claimed Roger Glover in dismay. And 
the bare walls of a villa that had once 
seemed ideal proved an additional 
drawback: the huge dining room, al
most a separate wing of the house, 
provided none of the echo the boys 
needed for recording. Even stacking 
huge boards up against the windows 
for soundproofing wouldn’t do the 
trick, and Ritchie Blackmore was lit
erally forced into the garage in search 
of a natural echo for his guitar solo 
on “Woman From Tokyo.”

Tokyo Fate: While two hired Italian 
girls cooked tantalizing feasts in the 
big kitchen, the boys took to the ga
rage for one giant jam session. Ritchie 
stretched out his lanky frame and 
started fiddling with his guitar. Ian 
Gillan, sitting alone outside by the 
pool, dangled his feet in the water, 
and unconsciously sang a phrase that 
had popped into his mind when he 
heard the strong lead guitar line, 
“Woman From To-ky-o.” "He had 
to make Tokvo fit rather awkwardly
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I’m living in this line/ Know my 
place

Could think of no way/ Of edging 
along

A loser's race . . .
Nine long years/ Been in line 
Gettin' nowhere/There is no reason 
For this line/1 don't care . . .

b cnxus

©

Ritchie Blackmore, lead guitarist: “He’s 
not into flash,” says Roger. That’s why 
Ritchie drives a sturdy Ford Capri . . . 
while the others boast Aston Martins and 
a Rolls Royce.

On the line: But not all jam ses
sions produced humorous tunes. 
“Place in Line”, a slow B. B. King- 
type blues number that rapidly chang
es rhythms mid-stream into a tight, 
marching song, had quite a different 
inspiration. Several years ago, Roger 
Glover read a science fiction story 
about a man “who waits in line all 
of his life. He scuffles along like 
everyone else, afraid to lose his posi
tion. One day, he finally reaches the 
front of the line. He’s about to give 
his papers to the guy at the head of 
the line, presumably to go on to some
thing better, when he suddenly turns 
around and walks miles back to the 
end of the line and starts all over 
again.”

Ian had recently read the same 
story, and with the details fresh in 
his mind, he penned words to Ritchie’s 
blues riff with the uptempo finish:

are you all alone . ■ .

Finally the song cascades to a climax 
with a powerful organ background 
sweeping through the number like a 
raging forest fire:

When you shut the door
Make sure I don't see you around 

here no more . . .

Easy score: Roger’s favorite cut, 
“Rat Bat Blue,” let the group ex
plode into the heaviest music on LP. 
“It’s about picking up a loose chick 
for the night,” he grins. “The way a 
lot of groups do when they’re on the 
road. They’re not especially kind 
sometimes, and this is the story of one 
really callous guy who just wants to 
screw the girl.”

Hey. baby, watcha gonna do 
When the lights go up on you

What's your name/Can I drive you 
home?

Sweet woman.
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In the last line, the singer reasserts 
himself and finds the needed inspira
tion to go on:

Supertrooper. I can see vou now. 
Return my stare . . .

LOGGINS & MESSINA 
RECORDS 

AND PERFORMS 
WITH AN 

OVATION 
ACOUSTIC ELECTRIC 

GUITAR
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Ian’s moving tune: While many of 
the songs stemmed from personal in
spiration, none struck such an auto
biographical chord as Ian Gillan’s 
monumental “Supertrooper,” a song 
that deals with a singer’s onstage real
ization that his audience can't under
stand how much he puts into his 
performance. Behind a heavy melody 
reminiscent of Deep Purple In Rock's 
“Bloodsucker,” the singer directs his 
moving plea to the “supertrooper,” 
the main spotlight focused upon him.
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Who do you think you are? The 
name for the LP. Who Do We Think 
We Are. was inspired by the British 
rock newspapers. “Whenever there’s 
an interview with anyone, like for ex
ample. I say in an interview I don’t 
like the Grateful Dead, next week in 
the paper's letters to the editor column 
you’re bound to see a letter that 
starts off. ‘Who does Roger Glover 
think he is?’ It has gotten to be a 
standing joke.” But the future of Deep 
Purple is no joke to its five outstand
ing musicians.

Hopefully, with trouble-plagued 
tours behind them, and multitudinous 
audiences awaiting them. Purple’s 
next US spring tour should expose 
them to an even greater range of fans 
across the country. So far, thev’ve 
limited their performances to the East 
Coast. Texas, and the mid-West. But 
with the release of Who Do We Think 
We Are. there’s little doubt that Deep 
Purple will indeed become the al
mighty conquistadors they were fated 
to be, bringing their new stage act of 
increasing flash and fire to all parts 
of the globe . . . and proving once 
and for all that Deep Purple are 
more than “just a shadow in a rock 
and roll sky.”

Htatiun Instruments Inc.
■ NAME

1 was a young man when I died, 
/ was flash, I was full of pride . . .
/ gave it all, I gave it with soul
I felt the truth, I felt the pain in 

every song . . .
Hoyv will you know me?/ You've

seen me cry
I’m just a shadow in a rock and 

roll sky . . .
Supertrooper, yes. I know you well
Making me shine,
I couldn’t see what you did to me,
1 was so blind . . .

KENNY LOGGINS OF
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Send letters to: 
Letters to the Editor 
CIRCUS Magazine 
866 United Nations Plaza 
New York, N. Y. 10017

HURRICANE FUNK
I read a letter in your December, 

1972, issue concerning Grand Funk. 
I couldn’t agree with that letter more. 
The press has been giving Grand 
Funk a bad name since their first LP, 
On Time. Believe me, as a dedicated 
Funk Fan, it was great to read a pro
Grand Funk letter. I recently attend
ed a Grand Funk concert in Hampton, 
Virginia, and it was great! The group 
played for an hour and a half, stop
ping only long enough to thank the 
crowd. For their response. The police 
had a hard time holding back the wild 
crowd. Anyway, the next day the re
view of the concert was in the news
paper. To read the paper, you’d think 
Grand Funk was the worst disaster to 
hit this area since Hurricane Camille. 
Not only did the press criticize the 
music and the musicians, but they 
even attacked the crowd itself!

The fans loved every second of the 
concert and begged for more after the 
group had already played an encore. 
Why, then, do the critics cut down one 
of the most (if not the most) success
ful groups in rock and roll history?

Mark 
Newport News, Virginia

Sincerely, 
James Paul Berlowitz 

The Ex-Queen of Norman 
Norman, Oklahoma

10CIKCUS

not electronics. Surely if you lads 
made a little more effort, you might 
have a chance to play the music the 
way everyone wants to hear it—like 
it is on the recording. On the other 
hand, wc were very impressed with 
Tull’s reproduction of their recordings 
and the little humorous skits they did 
to keep everything moving along very 
nicely.

We can go on and on, but we think 
we’ve made our point. And at the 
same time, we hope we’ve opened 
some people’s eyes on the real story 
of their plastic images on the stage. 
Let’s face it, boys, stick to the studios 
and keep away from the stage. KEEP 
UP THE GOOD WORK, TULL!

Tull Fans 
Piscataway, New Jersey

MOODY AMENDS
If people so desire, they can change 

their heads with time, and it is with 
this premise in mind that I would 
like to publicly apologize to the 
Moody Blues for the unfortunate in
cident that occurred outside the San 
Antonio Hilton Hotel on Easter Sun
day of last year, which I just read 
about in an article in the December, 
1972, issue of Circus. Earlier in the 
day, I had intruded on Justin Hay
ward’s privacy at the Hilton and had 
been a little too “pushy” in trying to 
convey some religious ideas to him. 
I was ushered out of the room and 
reacted like an obnoxious little boy 
by screaming at them as they came 
out of the hotel and entered the limou
sine: “You cowards! I’ve come to 
save the world on Easter Sunday.” 
This was a very screwed up thing to 
do, and I have often regretted it. I 
hope that you will print this letter, for 
when a person changes, he wants to 
make amends to the people he hurt 
before he changed.

TULL TOPPLES MOODIES
Upon reading your December, 1972 

issue on the Moody Blues’ “American 
Miracle,” we didn’t know whether to 
laugh in your face for being so blind 
or to start crying because it shattered 
our egos. I’m referring to the line 
where you say, “The hysteria that’s 
greeting the Moody Blues’ sudden re
surgence seems about to make Alice 
Cooper, Chicago, and Jethro Tull look 
like last year's bands.”

Well, now . . . it’s about to make 
Alice Cooper and Chicago look like 
last year’s bands, granted, but 
TULL?? No, I’m sorry, but this is just 
not true. At least, we didn’t think so, 
and we know many people who agree.

You see, we had the opportunity 
(and privilege) of attending both a 
Moody Blues and a Jethro Tull con
cert in a period of one week at the 
same place (The Spectrum in Phila
delphia). Now in a sense we cannot 
compare the Moody Blues and Jethro 
Tull, because they just don’t play the 
same kind of music. But you can com
pare them honestly on physical facts 
other than musical quality; and if you 
do this, Tull steps all over the Moody 
Blues.

For instance at the Moody Blues’ 
concert, the group came out, took ten 
minutes to tune up, then played a 
mere one hour and twenty minutes, 
went off stage, came back for an en
core five minutes later, played one 
song (“Ride My Seesaw”) for two to 
three minutes, then left. What kind 
of a concert is that? On the other 
hand, Tull came on and within a mat
ter of minutes was well into “Thick As 
A Brick.” No waiting, no tuning, just 
POW!!! they started. “Thick As A 
Brick” lasted close to an hour and 
a half, non-stop. It was then that An
derson was struck on the chest by a 
UFO thrown from a fan. This upset 
Mr. Anderson, and he stopped the 
song to curse the victim out, giving 
him some philosophy of life.

Then the group continued playing 
for close to two hours and fifteen min
utes. After thunderous applause, they 
came back and encored for forty-five 
minutes. The result? Close to three 
hours of playing time. Now this, my 
friends, is a concert!

We know that the Moodies make 
fantastic sounds in the studio, and 
that it is hard to reproduce these 
sounds onstage . . . but come on, 
boys, at least try! At least use acous
tics when acoustics should be used—

ASK EDDIE HASKELL
As I was paging through a well- 

known rock magazine, I noticed an 
unusual letter published in the “Let
ters to the Editor” section. Some dude 
wanted to know if Alice Cooper is 
Jerry Mathers of the TV show Leave 
It To Beaver. No valuable informa
tion can be found on this topic. All 
magazines shy away from the question 
by saying things like “We’re not al
lowed to tell,” or “Maybe!” So now 
I turn to you and the people of Circus 
magazine and ask for an answer to 
my question. Is Alice Cooper really 
the kid actor, Jerry Mathers?

Please set me straight.
Peace and success,

Terry Nirva 
Withee, Wisconsin 

Editor’s Note: No, no, and double- 
no! Alice Cooper is not, was not, and 
has never been Jerry Mathers! While 
Beaver Cleaver was getting into heaps 
of trouble in a Hollywood TV studio, 
Alice Cooper was back in suburban 
Phoenix, Arizona, staying out of 
trouble at Van Nuys Junior High 
School—actually wearing a tie to 
school and charming his teachers into 
giving him good grades. What was he 
doing when Beaver first appeared on 
the tube? Says Alice, "I was watching 
Leave It To Beaver."

IN BOWIE’S ORBIT
As I write this letter, I’m gonna try 

my best not to lose my temper, but 
if I should, please don’t hold it against 
me. This letter is written to the two 
young men who call themselves the 
“Hype Haters,” which sounds a little 
fictitious to me! First of all, they 
slam David Bowie for no apparent 
reason, and then they misspell his 
name, which is spelled David Bowie 
and not Ziggy Stardust, though that is
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Bill Rhodes
Nashville, Tennessee Liti

New Orleans, Louisiana
ELP ANTICS

Thanks for the accurate report of 
ELP’s fantastic performance at the 
Melody Maker Poll Awards Concert. 
I happened to be in London at the 
time and was able to be at the Oval 
to see not only ELP but several other 
top English bands, including an ap
pearance by Jack Bruce.

When those Tarkus models emerged 
from behind their enclosures on the 
stage, it created a hypnotic effect that 
held everyone’s attention. The talent 
of Lake and Palmer in addition to 
Emerson’s electronic antics proved 
why the trio earned their awards.

Sincerely, 
Jim Fritzges 

Shavertown, Pennsylvania

DUH ...PAUL WHO?
So Paul McCartney is back. After 

a year of rest, and that terrible Wild
life album, Paul is on his way to 
recovery. His new singles, “Hi Hi Hi’’ 
and “C Moon” are both very good 
songs, “Hi Hi Hi” being one of the 
most original rock and rollers I’ve 
heard in a long while. On a scale 
from one to ten (“Penny Lane” being 
number ten, and “Bip Bop” being 
number one) I would rank this new 
one around 516.

I have usually found Circus to be 
a fairly accurate magazine. In your 
December issue, in the article about 
Joe Cocker, Patrick Salvo calls Henry 
McCullough the new bass player for 
Wings. Wake up, meathead. You 
sound as ignorant as this chick I knew 
in 1970 who asked me who plays bass 
for the Beatles. Look, dum dum, 
Henry McCullough was lead guitarist 
for Cocker, and is now lead guitarist 
for Paul. Paul still plays bass, and 
always will (thank God).

It’s nice not to be able to hear Lin
da’s voice on the new single. The pro
duction has much improved over 
“Give Ireland Back To The Irish.”

Now tell me, what plans is Paul 
making for Wings touring America?

the name of his album. The two of 
you are mad because people say that 
The Rise And Fall Of Ziggy Stardust 
and the Spiders From Mars is sup
posed to be the album of the year, 
but that doesn’t give you a valid 
reason to slam David Bowie! He never 
claimed it was, but the people around 
you did—so why don't the both of 
you get your rocks off on them? The 
people around you are also the same 
people who raised him to be their 
■messiah (that wasn’t David’s doing), 
so you have no reason to slam him. 
His “weird lyrics”—as the two of you 
claim them to be—happen to make a 
lot of sense, especially selected cuts 
off The Man Who Sold The World 
and Space Oddity; and I think Janis 
Schacht will agree with me. In Hunky 
Dory, he’s fighting for us with 
“Changes” and “Oh, You Pretty 
Things.” On Ziggy Stardust he’s say
ing the earth is dying and people are 
getting pretty fed up! He’s not saying, 
“Look at me, I’m ultra superior!” 
He’s saying, “Look at me, I’m yours. 
I want to help in any way I can, and 
I want to live!”

Thanks a lot for the space this let
ter took up, and I’d like to thank Janis 
for her fantastic album reviews and 
her Back Pages.

flashier than Keith Emerson.” I con
sider that a very childish statement 
because she seems to have a habit of 
saying “So and so is out to prove this 
and that,” when really that person 
isn’t “out to prove” anything. She also 
says that Rick has lost his control and 
doesn’t know when to cut the noise 
and really play. If she thinks Rick’s 
playing between “I Get Up, I Get 
Down” and “Seasons Of Man” is out 
of control, then her mind is out of 
control.

“Close To The Edge” is not filled 
with long nothings, either. Some peo
ple like long songs and others don’t; 
but since she writes record reviews, 
she should try and have enough pa
tience to really listen to the album.

Janis Schacht seems to be trying 
to prove she can write good reviews 
by filling them with “cute” insults. 
Well she may have talent for writing, 
but she sure doesn’t know much about 
music. She proves this when she com
plains about the high voices of Jon 
Anderson, Steve Howe, and Chris 
Squire, and suggests that, “maybe Yes 
ought to try sounding more like 
Flash.” No group should try and 
sound like another group. The sound 
of Yes is unique; and nowadays, when 
so many bands sound alike, the 
uniqueness of any group should be 
appreciated.

LETTERS

And when will his album be ready? 
Allen Williams 

New York, New York 
Editor’s Note: Although Paul stated 
that, "I don’t want to do it {an Amer
ican tour) too quick. I like the idea 
of doing it steadily, building it step 
by step,” Linda recently phoned rock 
writer Lillian Roxon to reveal the 
possibility of an American tour in 
April, after Wings finishes its thirty
date spring tour of Britain on April 
14th. The problem that may hold up 
the American jaunt is an old British 
Beatle drug bust many years back— 
the very same drug bust that the U.S. 
Government is using as an excuse to 
deport John Lennon. Until McCart
ney can be cleared for American en
try, Wings will remain personna non 
grata.

THE YES MESS
Who does Janis Schacht think she 

is by writing about Close To The Edge 
as if it were a worthless album? She 
must be going insane if she thinks that 
Yes is going to “throw themselves 
over the cliff” if they keep up like 
this. Can’t she see that Close To The 
Edge is a best-selling album?

All Miss Schacht does in her review 
is complain. She claims that, “Rick 
Wakeman is out to prove he can be 
12

INVISIBLE WINTER
I have been a great fan of Johnny 

Winter for a long time. I am there
fore writing to you because I figure 
you can answer a few questions for 
me.

Where has he been for the last two 
years? What happened to him? I read 
in your May ’72 issue that he was in 
the hospital. That’s all you said about 
it! Big deal! Can you give me a little 
more on this story?

Do you have any info on any new 
releases? Or maybe a new band? Any 
info will be appreciated.

Mike Murphy 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Editor’s Note: Well over a year ago, 
Johnny Winter abruptly stopped ap
pearing in concerts and entered a 
Texas hospital "for a rest,” reportedly 
reduced to an emotional wreck by the 
pressures of stardom. Then six months 
ago, Johnny quietly reappeared just 
outside the spotlight, showing up in 
L.A. to jam with the Allman Brothers 
and appearing onstage at New York’s 
Academy of Music to play with Jorma 
Kaukonen’s brother, Peter. Recently 
when Johnny sprawled on a plush 
couch in ex-White Trash member 
Rick Derringer’s apartment, he casu
ally mentioned that he was recording 
a new LP. So it looks as if the invis
ible Winter is finally springing back.

A PRAYER FOR MILK
As a pair of struggling New York 

musicians, we thought we’d take some 
time out from circulating massage 
parlor leaflets to say that Christopher 
Milk is a durned sight better ’en most 
musicians around. In fact, they’re 
pretty neat. Gary Lee Heintine

Richard Patrick Benoit
(Prayer) 

New York City
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Thi/ picture tell/ a /tory.

Put Rod Stewart on stage together with the rest of Faces, give him our Shure 
Unisphere microphone, and get out of the way! You’ve got a five-man super
band that delivers some of the heaviest rock sounds heard in years! And the 
Unisphere? It delivers those sounds. It allows audiences to hear the frue 
sound of Rod and Faces. The Unisphere is designed to pick up sound from 
the front, reject sounds from the sides and rear, filter out unwanted “pop” 
and breath noises . . . and through it all, get the Faces sound across purely 
and naturally! It’s the same wherever you go on the contemporary music 
scene: Any group and performer worth his gold record turns on a Shure 
Microphone to turn on an audience! And that's the whole story.
Shure Brothers Inc. Efl
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, III. 60204
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MAM-5

himself has a brand new LP...
“BACK TO FRONT.” Included in it is

O’Sullivan. Available now!

■

n

“BACK TO FRONT” by Gilbert
MT HHf

I

ILUVAN 
?ONT

4

f

Gilbert O’Sullivan

AMPEX
STEREO TAPES

Produced by Gordon Mills

.1

“Clair,” a song we all know by now. 
And twelve other songs written by 
Gilbert O’Sullivan especially for 
the occassion.
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Record Reviews by Ed Kelleher

■
Baby, Standing In The Shadow?" (Re
member the cover? It predated Bowie 
by a good five years); “Child Of The 
Moon” (the flip of “Jumping Jack 
Flash,” it was described by one critic 
as “the Stones doing the Byrds”— 
well, all right’); the lilting and lyrical 
(and sometimes thundering) “She’s A 
Rainbow,” still a beauty; and “We 
Love You” (laugh again as the heavy 
prison doors swing shut at the begin
ning). All in all, there are twenty-five 
tunes on the album, and close to half 
of them have been generally unavail
able in the States. So lie back and 
enjoy it. Especially those cookies.

Bette Midler—The Divine Miss M
Last summer, when Bette Midler 

appeared at New York’s Central Park 
festival, a fan interrupted her concert 
by loudly demanding to know what 
was delaying the release of her first 
album. “We’re taking the time to 
make it good, honey,” Bette replied, 
“because we don’t wanna give you a 
piece of shit.” Well, the record is here, 
and it’s a piece of genius. Bette hap
pens to be a great vocalist but that’s 
not all. She is also a great stylist. And 
the songs she has selected for her 
debut run the gamut from smoky 
torchers like “Am I Blue” through 
specialty numbers (“Leader Of The 
Pack”) to delicate rock ballads such 
as “Superstar,” allowing her to dis
play her mastery of a wide variety of 
styles. Listening to the record, one is 
continually lured from one musical 
era to another—still, there is never 
a feeling of disorientation, perhaps 
because the artist seems always to be 
in such total control of her surround
ings. Much has been written about 
Bette’s ability to mesmerize a live 
audience, and it is certainly true that 
she must be seen in person to be fully 
appreciated. Nevertheless, the LP cap
tures enough of her magic and verve 
to sustain even the most rabid devotee 
during the intervals between appear
ances. And for the uninitiated, it pro
vides a surprisingly full portrait of a 
lady who is destined to become one 
of the world’s most enduring stars. 
As Bette sings, “You’ve got to have 
friends,” and with this dazzling al
bum, she is sure to make a lot of 
new ones.

Bette Midler: The LP was a long time 
coming, but well displays the sensuous 
talents of the Divine Miss M.

Deep Purple—Who Do We Think 
We Are! (Warner Bros.)

Few British groups have waited so 
long for American recognition, and 
few have deserved it more. Now Deep 
Purple are up there where they belong 
—but are they going to lay back and 
rest on their laurels? Nah. And Who 
Do We Think We Are! is proof. In 
fact, it just may be the band’s finest 
album. Unlike some of their earlier 
efforts, this LP is immediately acces
sible to your brain and best of all to 
your feet, or whichever part of your 
anatomy you move with. Each of the 
seven songs burns itself right into your 
daily life and hangs on like a jumping 
cactus—all on the very first spin. 
Then as you plunge deeper into the 
pool, you begin to discern a wealth 
of lovely little musical reefs that are 
well worth exploring. But enough of 
these similes—listen to the record! 
Start with “Woman From Tokyo,” a 
pulsator destined to become a Purple 
classic. Jon Lord really plays some 
mighty fine backroom piano on that 
one. Next is “Mary Long,” and this 
one doesn’t let up either, thanks in 
no small measure to the blazing guitar 
artistry of Ritchie Blackmore. "Super 
Trouper,” the shortest number on the 
album, weaves in and out like Mu
hammad Ali before giving way to 
“Smooth Dancer,” a basically silly lyr
ic welded to a hypnotizing musical 
line. Side two charges out of the cage 
with “Rat Bat Blue,” and here Jon 
Lord goes berserk. Great fun, that 
one. "Place In Line” finds the boys in 
a slow-tempo blues setting and gives 
you time to catch your breath. You’ll 
need it for “Our Lady,” a carefully 
paced astral journey which rounds out 
the show. So there it is. Deep Purple 
have crafted a powerful and brilliant 
LP. Talented lads—that’s who we 
think they are!

Rolling Stones—More Hot Rocks 
(Big Hits & Fazed Cookies) 
(London)
'T'here are a whole lot more fazed 
1 cookies than big hits in the latest 

Stones grab bag from the folks at 
London. But if this is a less spectacu
lar assortment..than its Hot Rocks 
predecessor, it is nonetheless of con
siderably more interest to the dedi
cated follower. There’s a lot of vin
tage material here—some of it from 
as far back as the early sixties—and it 
holds up remarkable well ... in addi
tion, of course, to serving as a remind
er of just where Jagger and Co. have 
come from. Like most British rock 
groups of that period, the Stones were 
unabashedly enamored of American 
rhythm and blues sounds. But unlike 
most of their countrymen, they rarely 
let their reverence get in the way of 
their performance. Which brings us to 
side four of More Hot Rocks. Make 
no mistake: that is where the excite
ment lies. The old Motor Town 
stomper “Money,” Chuck Berry’s fine 
“Come On,” the great Muddy Waters 
favorite “I Can’t Be Satisfied,” the 
Lieber-Stoller classic “Poison Ivy”— 
these are just four of the outstanding 
items. Both vocally and instrument- 
ally, the group exhibits an understand
ing of the humor as well as the ur
gency inherent in songs of this genre. 
Jagger, in particular, emerges less as 
an imitator than as a full-fledged cre
ative energizer. More familiar fare in
cludes “Have You Seen Your Mother

The Rolling Stones: Twenty-five fazed
cooKies estaoiisn mick as a wninisn 
derbv and the Stones as a tower of 
musical power.
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Loggins And Messina (Columbia)
This is the second album on Colum

bia from the team of Kenny Loggins 
and Jim Messina, and it offers the 
same blend of smooth professionalism 
and mellowed-out charm that distin
guished the first one. But a few good 
things have happened to L & M since 
their debut set—among them the fact 
that they've become the proud perpe
trators of a hit single, namely “Your 
Mama Don’t Dance.” That pleasant 
little refrain is included here in the 
company of ten other tracks. Jim and 
Kenny have been around for a while 
and they know the ropes. They bring 
a maturity of vision to their music 
that sets it apart from the plethora of 
folksy sounds on the musical scene. 
Give a listen to “Golden Ribbons,” 
as pretty a tune as you’ll hear all year. 
While the theme is pretty traditional 
(it’s an anti-war song), it is handled 
with an assurance born of serious re
flection. Some mighty nice harmonics 
here, too, but that shouldn’t surprise 
anybody. Flip the record over for a 
real slickie called “Thinking Of You” 
and some fancy picking and blowing 
on “Just Before The News.” Kenny 
and Jim share the vocal spotlight 
throughout the record and are given 
some tremendous support by a host 
of musicians too numerous to mention 
here, with the exception of Rusty 
Young, who turns in a spellbinding 
steel dobro performance on a tune 
called “Long Tail Cat.” If there is 
such a category as Country/Rock, 
Loggins and Messina have got it cov
ered. This is an album for your lis
tening and dancing pleasure.

Uriah Heep: Heep hops back, and even 
a magician can’t save them. Only two 
goodies shine through this uninspired LP.

Sounds last spring and now Holland, 
a collection of nine new songs to get 
us through the new year. For the 
aficionado, sampling a fresh Beach 
•Boys album can be likened to discov-. 
cring the merits of an untried wine— 
it's an event! Well, to continue the 
analogy a little further, let’s say that 
Holland is a light sparkling Burgundy 
that leaves a pleasant aftertaste.

No matter where they travel (their 
current refuge is Holland), the Beach 
Boys never quite lose sight of the 
Southern California shoreline. Side 
one of the new LP presents a three- 
track, ten-minute suite touching on 
the fortunes and foibles of one long- 
heralded territory—“California Saga/ 
Big Sur.” Mike Love’s unobtrusive 
paean to the comforting splendors, 
“California Saga/The Beaks Of 
Eagles,” pits the imagery of Big Sur 
poet Robinson Jeffers against the 
more primitive incursions of rhythmic 
harmonies; and “California Saga/Cal
ifornia” sends us back through a fun
nel of Alan Jardine’s fashioning into 
the big breakers of a beach splashed 
in the sunshine of a new world.

Every Beach Boys’ record seems to 
have a couple of songs which rise 
above the others. And just as Surf's 
Up" brought us the title tune plus 
Bruce Johnston’s inspired “Disney 
Girls (1957)” and So Tough boasted 
“He Come Down” and “Marcella,” 
this album vaults into the mystic via 
“Steamboat,” a Dennis Wilson-Jack 
Rieley collaboration which paddles 
flashes of beauty through the con
sciousness with a relentlessness that is 
disarming, and “Only With You,” a 
song composed by Dennis and Mike 
Love that is a clean statement of feel
ings set against a sparse musical back- 
wall. For all its conventionality of 
view, this tune remains oddly touch
ing. All in all, this album is only the 
latest in what has become a string 
of Beach Boy LP pearls. •

Loggins and Messina: Pickin’ and shakln’ 
with the kings of the Country/Rock sound.

The Beach Boys—Holland (Brother)
The past year has been a bountiful 

one for fans of the Beach Boys. First 
there was Carl And The Passions— 
So Tough, then a re-issue of Pet

Uriah Heep—The Magician's 
Birthday (Mercury)

If you believe what you read in 
Circus (and I do, I do!!), Uriah Heep 
organist Ken Hensley’s original plan 
for this album called for a total con
cept opera-like work about a five- 
hundred-year-old magician who hosts 
a birthday party to which he invites 
all of his supernatural acquaintances. 
But Ken’s fellow group members were 
less than thrilled by the project and 
talked him into limiting his contribu
tion to just five songs. Having heard 
those five songs, I can only say that 
I wish they'd been more persuasive 
in getting him to scrap the whole 
thing. Not that their own song gifts 
prove particularly scintillating but at 
least we'd have been spared lyrics 
like: “Weaker than a moment/Hot as 
any fire/Blinder than the blind eye/ 
This is man’s desire.” C’mon, guys! 
Adding to the general chaos is Dave 
Byron, who handles the lead vocal 
chores with all the subtlety of a trip
hammer operator, proving once again 
that breathless intensity makes a poor 
substitute for true interpretive capa
bility. For the most part the produc
tion of The Magician's Birthday can 
be described as overblown . . .. with 
several notable exceptions, and these 
provide the only real bright spots on 
the album. “Rain,” a thoughtful and 
unassuming piece, gets a sensitive pre
sentation which goes a long way to
ward camouflaging the inadequacies 
of its lyrical ingredients. And “Sweet 
Lorraine” has an amusingly eerie 
sound to it, thanks mainly to Hens
ley’s neat Moog synthesizer work. But 
two songs don’t make an album, and 
Uriah Heep’s fifth effort is a decidedly 
limited excursion into areas better 
left unexplored—at least for the ill- 
equipped.
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. .. and from time to time we will offer some 
clal selections, which you may reject b) 
turning the dated response form provided 
or accept by doing nothlr;

You'll be eligible for your Club's bonus plan upon 
completing your enrollment agreement — a plan 
which enables you to save at least 33% on all your 
future purchases. Act now — fill In and mall the 
handy application todayl
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Pied Piper: 
Ozzie 

Osbourne

At Home 
With Black 
Sabbath's

/^Vnstage, he stomps his feet to 
V.X shrieking bass lines and throb
bing drum pulse beats, whirling his 
hair devilishly from side to side. As 
the music begins its angry assault on 
the ears and the strobe lights zip 
their rhythmic patterns out into the 
frenzied faces of the audience, Ozzie 
Osbourne grabs the mike and screech
es over the funereal music, “No! No! 
Please, God, help me!” The sound 
echoes from the speakers, and an ec
static audience lets out a moumful 
scream. Ozzie slowly leads his frantic 
followers into the Black Sabbath in
ferno, playing pied piper to the youth
ful throng of young musical revolu
tionaries—fist clenched in the air, he 
struts about the smoky stage, as thous
ands rise to meet his call.

But if the slight ball of nervous en
ergy called Ozzie Osbourne presents a 
Satanic image to his admiring worship
pers onstage as he marches them off 
into battle with the demon gods, off 
stage the raspy-throated lead singer is 
only too happy to abandon the role of 
cult hero for a more conservative 
image—that of father and husband.

The normal side of Satan: When

24 CIRCUS



MUSIC

When Ozzie Osbourne

Sabbath Vol. IV,
his mind was ten

town with his wife

warbled “Changes” in an
L.A. studio for Black

thousand miles away, in 
a small country

and kids.
Black Sabbath returned to England 
last fall after their seventh American 
tour in less than two years, they liter
ally ached of fever, homesickness, 
mental anguish and physical depriva
tion. Tony lommi was two steps away 
from a complete breakdown. Bill 
Ward was totally exhausted. Geezer’s 
eyes were deep sunken pits of fatigue. 
And Ozzie Osbourne was one wad of 
nervous frustration. The tours, he was 
certain, were taking their toll both on 
his energies and his home life. Long, 
lonely nights on the road had brought 
the singer to the verge of tears, won
dering if his wife, Thelma, would wait 
for him; if his six-year-old stepson, 
Elliot, would remember him; if his 
year-old daughter, Jessica, would rec
ognize this strange man as her daddy.

No sooner had Sabbath’s plane 
landed at London’s Heathrow Airport 
than Ozzie made a beeline for his new 
Staffordshire home, to rest and re
acquaint himself with his anxious 
family . . . and to give thousands of 
surprised fans a look at the “straight” 
side of this mystical marvel.

“There’s only one thing I’m think
ing about when I'm on the road,” said
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Bill Ward: Onstage, he’s a sweaty pipeline 
to a demon world of occult lyrics and 
frenzied rhythms. But backstage, he 
shows everyone pictures of his wife In a 
red bathrobe and snapshots of hls favor
ite English pub.

Ozzie, “and that’s £ 
to my wife and kids.’

ears. “It was about the last thing I 
wanted to hear,” he groaned good- 
naturedly. But secretly he was proud 
of what his son had been accomplish
ing under the tutelage of Sabbath 
drummer, Bill Ward—although he 
might have regretted Ward’s drum kit 
gift to Elliot when he tried to sleep 
while Elliot banged away.

Watching his young daughter crawl 
around on the thick rug, Ozzie reflect
ed a moment, then sadly summed up 
the toll that stardom has taken on his 
family life. “Jessica’s growing up so 
quickly I can hardly believe it when 
I get back. I sometimes wonder if 
she thinks I’m her father or just some 
distant relative or rich uncle. That’s 
the sad part of this touring thing. You 
really miss the people you love at 
home.”

On the road—a whirling dervish of 
frantic energy prodding his band into 
aggravated assault. At home, Ozzie’s 
just another concerned father with too 
little time to enjoy the role.

Geezer Butler: Relaxing backstage after 
an Italian gig, the boys joked about the 
fan who gave Geezer some pills that turn
ed out to be laxatives. "Geezer had to 
run off stage every five minutes,” they 
howled.

Ozzie Osbourne: When Ozzie return
ed home from his American tour last 
fall, he made a beeline for the peace and 
quiet of his country home. Little did he Ozzie, “and that’s getting back home 
know his six-year-old son, Elliot, had t0 my wife and kids;■ For Ozzie 
S:dndy?srahredn8earsP °n h'S drUm S°'°S « ’own called Ranton, and a

big house with a large expanse of 
green lawn and flowering shrubs. 
There’s a horse paddock on the multi- 
acred property, and the land is good 
for grazing the cows that Ozzie wants 
to buy. Tawny Irish setters cavort 
happily outdoors, thankful for their 
freedom, and Ozzie feels pretty much 
the same way when he is home. “You 
need a secret map to find this place,” 
he says, smiling impishly. “It’s really 
in the middle of nowhere. When we 
had a flat in Birmingham, we used to 
get people knocking on the door all 
the time.”

Thrashing six year old: While Ozzie 
rested up between tours of Italy and 
Japan, and completed plans for the 
final mixing of Sabbath's new live 
LP, due for release this month, his 
son, Elliot, kept the family’s musical 
name in good stead, by practicing his 
drum solos for Ozzie’s half-deafened

Tony lomml: He sees future changes In 
Sabbath’s image—"less aggressive and 
raw than in our early days. The band Is 
quite versatile. If we want to play jazz, 
we can.”

ixjti 
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do anything. So I said ‘Alright I’ll 
join.’ ”

With the addition of Dave, Steely 
Dan was ready to step into the studio 
to record. On their debut ABC/Dun
hill release, Steely Dan, the group did 
their best to fuse together rock, pop, 
jazz and latin ideas. Sounding a bit 
like the old Electric Flag minus the 
horns or one of Boston’s late sixties’ 
rock mutations, Steely Dan pulls off 
musical surprises with the aplomb of 
pros. A pedal steel guitar will turn 
up in the middle of a cha-cha, a few 
jazz chords will tear through a rocker, 
and a Memphis horn line will sudden
ly appear in a ballad.

Off-the-wall realism: Crazy? Well, 
maybe. But Steely Dan is a group 
that’s out to prove that it’s music that 
still counts, not flash. Onstage at 
Max’s, the group finishes a very laid- 
back set, highlighted by Steely’s elec
tric piano-dominated tunes and Da
vid’s nraceful body movements a la 
early m Morrison. No hype, no stage 
absurdity—just music. Watching them 
bound off the stage with enthusiasm, 
one can’t help but remember the 
words of Walt Becker, who earlier in 
the day commented: “It’s all a matter 
of everyone understanding that the 
music is the most important thing. 
Anything that detracts from that isn’t 
worth doing. ’ by Naha

HORIZON

Steely Dan: There's A 
Cha Cha In My Soup

ABC offices, Walt and Don enticed 
struggling rockers to take up the 
Steely-itc cause, enlisting their musical 
services in the development of the 
fledgling band.

Boston underground veterans: 
First to join were Jeff Baxter and Jim
my Hodder. Jeff, better known as 
"Skunk” to friend and foe alike ("be
cause I never change my socks”), was 
just recovering from the split of his 
Boston-based group. Ultimate Spinach, 
and Jimmy was about to leave another 
Boston band, Bead Game. Recalls 
Jim. "Bead Game was pretty raunchy. 
We never rehearsed. We just got on
stage and were really sloppy. But 
people came to see us anyway.” They 
both figured Steely Dan to be a mu
sical panacea guaranteed to cure their 
rock ills, and so they commenced re
hearsing.

The Steely Dan quartet 
alized that there was something 
ing from their sound. That 
thing" turned up in the persons of 
Denny Dias and lead singer David 
Palmer, a veteran of Middle Earth, 
Jake and the Family Jewels and the 
Quinaimcs Band. David recalls that 
the only reason he joined Steely Dan 
was “I was at the low point of my 
life. I was working in a factory in 
New Jersey and I was scared. All my 
friends in New York were all down 
and out, they couldn’t write, couldn’t

Steely Dan: Fans at
watched in amazement as the boys hop
ped, skipped, and jumped through rock, 
pop, jazz and Latin rhythms without blink
ing an eye.'

W^hen is a rock band not a rock 

band? When the group in question is 
named Steely Dan.

Steely Dan is about the unlikeliest 
choice for a “rock band” label as you 
will ever find. The six-man group 
(consisting of bassist Walter Becker, 
pianist Donald Fagen, guitarist Jeff 
Baxter, guitarist Denny Dias, singer 
David Palmer and drummer Jimmy 
Hodder) welds together walls of 
electric piano, jazz-inspired guitar 
rhythms, slide guitar, electric sitar and 
a few horn riffs with skill and ease. 
The resulting music, however, isn’t 
quite rock. Nor is it jazz ... or pop 
... or anything else you can hang 
a name on.

During a recent gig at New York’s 
famed Max’s Kansas City, Steely Dan 
put on a perplexing performance 
■which showcased their lightweight 
rock melodies and pseudo-Buffalo 
Springfield-ish vocal harmonies. The 
results were amazing, or rather, the 
audience was left amazed. Listening to 
the band hop, skip and jump through 
Latin-flavored rockers, country-inspir
ed ballads and pop sagas, the crowds 
weren't quite sure of how to label this 
interesting potpourri. All they knew 
was that this music was tight and ex
citing—and worth coming back to 
hear again.

Basement sessions: Chief writers 
Walter Beck and Donald Fagan real
ize that their songwriting style is 
slightly off the wall, but they defend 
their tunes as being simply “tradi
tional." “Well, we try to write songs 
as close to the same approach as the 
Beatles used, so the songs will be uni
fied. You know, pop songs with some 
kind of structure that can be develop
ed. We’re actually pretty traditional 
in that respect, but our chord struc
tures are usually more interesting than 
in most rock and roll.”

The history of the traditionally mys
terious Steely Dan goes back to about 
five years ago, when Walt and Don 
met at New York’s Bard College and 
decided to collaborate with songwrit
ing duties. One resulting tune, “I 
Mean To Shine," was recorded by an 
up-and-coming young singer named 
Barbra Streisand. The boys began 
working in studios and soon found 
themselves part of Jay and the Ameri
can's back-up band, hardly an excit
ing start for the Lennon-McCartney 
inspired duo.

After eighteen months of bombard
ing America with “Cara Mia’s," the 
team left Jay and took refuge in ABC 
Dunhill’s L.A. office, where they be
came staff writers. It was there that 
Steely Dan came into being. Practic
ing secretly in the basement of the
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While word of mouth about the 
group spread throughout the Frisco 
area, the group decided to make a 
guest appearance between games at 
a Los Angeles Dodger double-header. 
With horns blaring, timbales crashing, 
and guitars wailing, Azteca turned the 
baseball outing into a Latin-rocking 
celebration. The crowds, to coin a 
phrase, went wild.

By the time their first Columbia LP, 
Azteca, was released in November, the 
West Coast Azteca fans were ready 
and waiting. Within the first week of 
release, the album sold out of most 
stores, and radio stations were swamp
ed with requests for Azteca cuts. Col
umbia quickly rush-released the band’s 
first single. “Mamita Linda,” and Az
teca plunged into a series of last min
ute concert dates that brought them 
into contact with over 100,000 fans 
in the month of December alone. 
Azteca found themselves in the some
what awkward position of potential 
supergroup.

Keeping it ego-less: Despite the 
large share of excitement and hype, 
Coke prefers not to fantasize about 
the super stature possibility. “Our mo
tives are not primarily financial,” he 
grins, “We feel our music is an art, 
not a product. We don’t- try to mix a 
lot of different kinds of music into one

Azteca: Can this slxteen-piece Latin-jazz- 
rock odyssey conquer the superstar group 
hype—and survive?

Azteca: The Ego-less Son of Santana?
song. We’re a completely versatile 
band. When we play jazz, we play 
jazz. When we play Latin, we play 
Latin. When we play funk . . . WE 
PLAY FUNK.”

Coke would also like to see the 
band remain as ego-less as possible. 
“Azteca has no real leader,” he re
veals'. “I think that it’s important for 
a band to run like this. Everybody 
contributes equally, everybody makes 
the same money, everybody has an 
equal say in making decisions for the 
band. I’m the leader only in the sense 
that I brought the band together in 
the first place.”

The one question that remains for 
the mountain-sized son of Santana is: 
Can an American group with ethnic 
overtones survive in a pop world dom
inated by British imports and flashy 
attired bands? Coke Escovedo believes 
so and looks to the group’s name for 
inspiration.

“The Aztecs were one of the first 
civilizations, and they became one of 
the most highly developed,” he states. 
“But they were nothing until they got 
together. Then they became strong. 
We hope the group will be like that.” 

Azteca ... an embryonic rock or
chestra ready for stardom.

I A here’s a musical storm brewing 
A on the West Coast, blowing ex
citing new musical currents through
out the San Francisco area. Azteca, a 
sixteen-member, Latin-rock hurricane, 
has, in less than six months, set the 
San Francisco music scene on its ear. 
The forecast looks good for the rest 
of the country, too.

Blending traces of jazz, rock and 
Latin rhythms into one overpowering 
sound, Azteca owes much of its pres
ent popularity to founder Coke Esco
vedo, an ex-Santana member. Says 
timbale player Coke about the mas
sive band’s origins, “When I left 
Santana, I thought of forming a band. 
I had a dream of playing with musi
cians who were serious and who put 
music above all else—no egos, no su
perstars, no plastic personalities. Most 
of the musicians were in the San 
Francisco Bay area at the time and 
they just seemed to be the best pos
sible people to get for the job.”

Within a few weeks, Coke had his 
dream band assembled*with an all- 
star roster that included trumpeter 
Tom Harrell from the Santana group, 
reed player Mel Martin from Cold 
Blood, ex-Ray Charles trombonist 
Jules Rowell, former Woody Herman 
tenor sax Bob Ferreira, organist Flip 
Nunez of the late Wes Montgomery 
troupe, ex-Roberta Flack pianist 
George Muribus, vibes and piano 
player George DiQuattro, former San
tana percussionist Victor Pantoja, ex- 
Miles Davis drummer Lenny White, 
bassist Paul Jackson, vocalist Pete Es
covedo of Santana, H. P. Lovecraft 
session guitarist Jim Vincent, Santana 
vocalist Rico Reyes, vocalist Errol 
Knowles and pianist Wendy Hass.

The missing LP: As cumbersome as 
the band looks in print, onstage, ac
cording. to Coke, they are lighter than 
air. “We got toether really well,” he 
explains, “so well, in fact, that we 
were able to make our demo record 
just three weeks after we had formed.”

From there on, the Azteca move
ment started to snowball. The demo 
tape found its way to the hands of a 
Bay Area DJ, who promptly aired it 
and found himself deluged with phone 
calls from curious listeners who want
ed to know where they could pur
chase Azteca’s album. The only prob
lem was that, at the time, Azteca 
didn’t have an album on the stands— 
and there was no sign of a recording 
contract in the near future. Columbia 
Records came to the rescue and 
promptly ushered the group into the 
studios.

■> >1
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Shawn Phillips: The Butterfly 
Kid From Texas

Shawn Phillips: It took five years for the 
world to catch up to him. Now he’s light- 
years away again with a new LP.

. . That’s how I happened to no
tice the kid in Washington Square; 
he wasn’t saying anything. He just 
sat there quietly making tropical 
butterflies ... I couldn’t see how 
he was doing it. He’d clench his fist, 
then open it, and off’d go another 
butterfly . . .”

The Butterfly kid 
by Chester Anderson 

(Pyramid Science Fiction ® 1967) 
Inhere aren’t too many people around 
1 who have had the distinction of hav
ing their very first trip to New York 
City immortalized in a science fiction 
novel; Shawn Phillips has had such a 
questionable honor. The book, which 
is really a psychedelic experience more 
than a science fiction extravaganza, 
tells of Shawn’s first trip to New 
York in 1963. “It was an amazing 
scene,’’ Shawn laughs, remembering. 
“Here in New York City, down in

30

Greenwich Village, we were into 
some drugs in those days,, not man
made drugs, but sandoz acid and mes- 
calinium sulphate, none of the stuff 
they’re doing today. It was a period 
of experimentation . . .” Of the butter
fly description, one incredulous fan 
says, “It couldn’t have happened quite 
that way.” “What do you mean, it 
couldn’t happen . . . when everybody 
is tripping that heavy you see all kinds 
of things!” Shawn explains then adds: 
“very few people came out of it 
alive.”

Sitting in a room on the top floor 
of New York’s Warwick Hotel, Shawn 
closes his right hand then opens it 
again. No butterfly appears, and he 
smiles mischievously.

But there’s no magic in the story of 
Shawn Phillips’ career. He has been 
on the verge of success too many 
times. He‘s had four albums on A&M 
Records and two albums before that 
on British Columbia. Faces (A&M), 
his sixth LP, marks the first time that 
he is being recognized properly.

Long, tall Texan: This tall Texan 
with the waist-length, dark blonde hair 
was born to a writer father and a 
model mother in Ft. Worth, Texas 
twenty-nine years ago. His childhood 
was spent moving between Texas and 
Mexico, where he worked the oil 
fields. After his now famous move to 
New York, he moved on to England, 
where he slipped right into the elite 
folk music scene. He wrote “Little Tin 
Soldier” for Donovan (under his real 
name John) around that time. During 
the winter of 1966, Shawn came back 
to America to tout with Donovan, 
supporting him on guitar and sitar. 
He received little notice or credit, al
though he had built up a fairly good 
reputation, and it took him five years 
to finally come into his own. It was 
1970 when the first of his massive 
trilogy was released here on A&M 
records: Contribution, Second Contri
bution and Collaboration are the re
sult of five years of intensive work 
(most of it in Italy).

“Some of my music tries to create 
a crisis in the mind of the individual 
who listens to it, and leave it to him 
to resolve it,” Shawn explained on 
the liner of Contribution. “It requires 
both intellectual and emotional re
sponse—the two tied together.” To
day, Shawn is more concerned with 
intellectual response than ever. “I’ve 
been writing fairy tales, and I have 
some ideas for a ballet,” he explains 
“but this is all so far away from

what people like or what they’re told 
to like. Why is it,” he asks, looking 
suddenly disturbed, “that twelve year 
olds do not appreciate the work of 
Stravinsky? They have to fantasize, 
but I definitely cannot fantasize with 
Donny Osmond. But I can really get 
loose on the ‘Firebird Suite.’ I think 
it comes down to pre-conditioning. 
Why don’t those kids understand that 
if Donny Osmond didn’t write those 
records he had nothing to do with 
the creation of them . . . he’s a Xerox 
machine!”

Filling the cracks: With a voice and 
a range octaves wide, and a power 
capable of filling all the cracks in the 
hidden corners, he holds notes that are 
both pure and clear for what seems 
like an eternity. His interest in Yoga 
and body control has given him com
plete control over his voice, and 
coupled with an incredible talent for 
the guitar, his potential is unlimited. 
Shawn’s fear for the fate of our world 
is consuming, he worries that if the 
fourteen-year-olds don’t decide to use 
their intellect, there will be no world 
to use it in thirty-five years from now. 
One new song says that after we’ve 
taken care of all the world’s problems 
then and only then will we have time 
to boogie. He’s written a fairy tale 
which is a metaphysical riddle that has 
been recorded by him with forty-eight 
chosen members of the London Phil
harmonic. “What happens,” it asks 
“when you cancel beauty and you 
cancel ugliness/and you cancel light 
and you cancel dark/and you cancel 
joy and you cancel sorrow/and you 
cancel love and you cancel apathy?”

Anthology LP: On the latest album, 
Faces, which is an anthology of re
corded songs from 1969 to 1972, he 
is more easily accessible. “Landscape” 
is a highly sculptural picture of a 
journey from Naples, Italy, to Shawn’s 
home in Positano, a fishing village 
where he spends his happiest mo
ments. His voice, which has the flexi
bility of an orchestra, moves through 
peaked flute parts and velvety string 
backgrounds. In “Anello (Where Are 
You)” Shawn succumbs to whimsy 
for only a moment ... it has a Cat 
Stevens-ish “Tuesday’s Dead” feel to 
it. His words are deeply philosophical. 
He continues to grow without com
promising.

The taxi is riding down Fifth Ave
nue to Greenwich Village’s Bitter End. 
As it approaches Washington Square 
Park, where the Butterfly Kid made 
his first personal appearance, Shawn, 
in his soft Southern accent, laughs: 
"If I ever become a fad, it’s really 
going to be a bitch to follow me.” 
(Was that a butterfly flickering in the 
lamplight?) by JanjS Schacht
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BETTER THAN A RESERVED SEAT 
AT JAGGER’S BREAKFAST TABLE
...Peter Townshend lounged in a 
swanky restaurant and rapped to 
us about how synthesizers and mov
ie cameras could put the adrenaline 
back in rock.
... Ringo settled himself by a swim
ming pool in Spain to tell us about 
the days when Paul was hounding 
him with a lawsuit.

...Alvin Lee fiddled with his clogs 
in a record company office and ask
ed us to point out that ‘‘I’m Going 
Home" is not where Ten Years After 
is at.
...Dr. John The Night Tripper sat 
down to a telephone in L A. and told 
us how he got Mick Jagger and Eric 
Clapton to play on his latest album.

And you could have missed it all. 
You could have gotten to the

& David Bowl 
Made 1972
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newsstand ten minutes after the 
last copy of Circus disappeared.

You could have been in bed sick 
with no one to run out and pick up 
Circus for you. You could have been 
standing by the magazine rack with
out a penny in your pocket while 
the last Circus walked away with 
someone else.

You could have been off in the 
woods or up in the mountains or 
just plain all-day spaced while that 
newsstand man blew his last copies.

Man, how high and dry you could 
have been.

BUT if you’d been clever, you 
could have had it easy, safe, sure 
and secure. With that man who’s 
never stopped by rain or sleet or 
slush or snow slipping a fresh and 
shiny Circus through that slot in 
your door every month.

j Mail to:
! CIRCUS MAGAZINE
I P.O. Box 4552, Grand Central Station
[ New York, N.Y. 10017

j Enclosed is $............................................
I Please rush my subscription.
I n$6—1 year □$10—2 years

j Name . .
I Address 
j City ....
I State . . .



Yes's
First Stepson

A Solo LP

Some say Rick Wakeman is Yes’s secret weapon

in the war for rock supremacy.

But Wakeman has

— his new solo album.

1
by Janis Schacht
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Tt had been raining torrents all day.
Now a thick fog hung over Millers

ville, a small town in Pennsylvania- 
Dutch land. Back in the State Univer
sity’s dressing room Yes were chang
ing into their street clothes after a 
concert. This had been the first gig 
of a new tour, and what with the rain 
and a “minor” bomb scare, the con
cert had run over an hour and a half 
behind. In the corner, a vision of yel
low pulled on his jeans. Yellow hair, 
yellow sweat shirt, yellow underpants, 
yellow socks, from behind a curtain of 
beige-blondness, Rick Wakeman smil
ed across the room. Offstage, the 
young keyboard man seemed incredi
bly innocent, strangely vulnerable, so 
unlike the demonic power that drives 
Yes’s intricate sound onstage.

Buckling his belt and sitting down 
to tie the shoelaces on his sneakers, 
Rick laughed out loud and began to 
talk about the night’s solo: “Oh, it 
was so bad, my instruments were on 
fire down there. It was unbelievable. 
One Moog and one mellotron were in 
flames. I couldn’t believe it. I’m look
ing at a guy who I’m paying about 
four hundred dollars a week to look 
after my equipment, and all he can

■

a secret weapon of his own

say is ‘you’re on fire.’ I couldn’t be
lieve how you could pay a guy so 
much money to come over so many 
weeks in advance to check that you’re 
all working and the day you walk on
stage everything you’ve got catches 
fire!”

Wakeman’s incredible brilliance at 
the keyboard covered the disaster 
beautifully. When he opened with a 
long piano solo (one he used to play 
with the Strawbs) and eventually 
broke into a long and complicated 
moog/mellotron improvisation, the 
crowd never noticed anything was 
wrong. Yet through it all Rick stood 
onstage giggling and shaking his head 
slowly back and forth in idle disbe
lief.

Solo Wakeman: One and a half 
years after Wakeman’s entrance into 
the hallowed halls of Yes-dom, he is 
presenting his fans with his first solo 
effort. All those who attend Yes con-* 
certs for the sheer joy of listening to 
Wakeman’s solos—with or without the 
flames—will now have two full sides 
of Wakeman keyboard music built 
around the theme The Six Wives Of 
Henry VIII (on A&M Records).

Back at the hotel, Rick settles back
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Rick Wakeman with Yes: Onstage, Rick 
giggled and played on as flames licked 
the Innards of his organ and electric 
piano. But offstage, Rick’s only concern 
was his first album on his own.
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Bolan:

Rick Wakeman: Rick and David Bowie 
were incredibly close . . . until Wakeman 
refused to ioin the Spiders From Mars.

on his double bed and yawns; it’s three 
in the morning and tomorrow the 
group moves on to another gig in De
troit. Now, however, that the rest of 
Yes are tucked away in their own 
rooms, Rick’s major concern is his 
solo album. The success or failure of 
the work is becoming a consuming 
fear. “I’m pleased with it,” Rick ad
mits, smiling sheepishly, “I just can’t 
believe that anyone else is going to 
like it.” The album took eight months 
to record, “I kept coming home from 
American tours, listening to what I’d 
done and throwing it away, then start-

was a division of a little record label 
called Regal Zonophone. We were all 
broke and used to pool our money to 
buy Wimpeys (hamburgers) and chips 
from the end of the street. It was 
Tony Visconti (who now produces T. 
Rex) plus Marc Bolan, Joe Cocker 
and Denny Cordell. They were the 
only people in the company.

An early bash with Bowie: It’s 
because of Rick’s affiliation with Re
gal Zonophone and Rick’s early 
friendship with Tony Visconti that he 
was first introduced to David Bowie 
and eventually introduced to Dave

Rick continues, “at one time there 
were very few people who could get 
anywhere near David, and I used to 
pride myself on being one of the few. 
I was almost his best friend, we were 
very close, but when he asked me to 
join his band (The Spiders From 
Mars) and I wouldn’t it all died. I 
can’t get anywhere near him now at 
all.”

It was April, 1970, when Rick join
ed the line-up of a little Kentish folk
band called The Strawbs. “The 
Strawbs are a very special band with 
a special style of music that allowed

Cousins of the Strawbs. His first ses
sions with Bowie were in early 1969: 
he played mellotron and harpsichord 
on the Space Oddity (RCA) album.

“When ‘Space Oddity’ was a hit,” 
Rick remembers smiling fondly, “I was 
so proud, I was very proud of David. 
I thought ‘that’s it, he’s going to be 
a star.’ and I was really chuffed. But 
when it didn’t happen I could under
stand why. He didn’t have any gigs, 
and he had very bad management.”

The last time Rick worked with 
Bowie was on the Hunky Dory 
(RCA) album. “It was very strange,”

Born in Perivalo, Middlesex, twenty- 
three years ago, he grew up listening 
to the English bands of the early six
ties and studying music. At fourteen, 
he started playing in semi-professional 
bands; but sooner or later the desire 
to learn the how-to’s of music hit him, 
and he went on to study theory at the 
Royal College Of Music. On leaving 
school. Rick went on to do one and 
a half years of concentrated session 
work, and this was probably the most 
important time in his career.

“I was part of a publishing com
pany called Writer’s Workshop, which

ing over again. I know I’ll never make 
a penny out of it because it cost a 
bleeding fortune to make, but I hope 
people will like it.”

Before he joined Yes, no one in 
America seemed to pay very much at
tention to the talents of Rick Wake
man. This seems rather strange, be
cause around the recording studios in 
England he’s probably one of the 
best known musicians around. He’s 
played for everyone from Cat Stevens 
to David Bowie to Lou Reed and T. 
Rex.

Munching burgers with
42
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black cape with a moon and stars in 
silk on the back. Rick insists his only 
reason for wearing it is because he’s 
comfortable in it. The effect, whether 
Qie likes it or not, is that of a mad 
scientist surrounded by machines. Oc
casionally when he tosses his head, his 
long blond hair shimmers in the spot
lights. But never does he do head
stands on his organ or violently accost 
his mellotron.

Headless queens: As the hour ap
proaches four A.M., Rick curls up un
der the covers. Only then is he relaxed 
enough to even think about his solo

me a lot of room, I learned a lot,” 
Rick explains.

Fifteen months later, in August, 
1971, Rick left the Strawbs and com
parative anonymity behind to join 
Yes. Now, lauded as wizard of the 
keyboards, he’s breaking free from yet 
another apron string, not permanently, 
just for long enough to exert his own 
rather exceptional identity. “I’m lucky 
to have my own outlet outside of 
Yes,” he continues “because there are 
things I cannot do within the band.”

Emerson’s anti-Christ: It is as
tonishing that all the magic, all the

exotic excitement that is Rick Wake
man as a musician seems to float away 
when he’s offstage. Suddenly the tall, 
haughtily sexual demi-god becomes a 
totally unassuming, rather disarming 
type with a little-boy lost quality. His 
consuming hatred is theatrics on and 
offstage. Keith Emerson drives him 
mad when he cavorts back and forth, 
jumping over his organ. “What he 
does, onstage annoys me—annoys me 
intensely—and I loathe it," Rick ad
mits wriggling his nose and making a 
face much like a little child being 
offered a plate full of green vege-

Rlck Wakeman: In the early days he sat 
around a second-rate publishing com
pany nibbling hamburgers with unknowns 
like Marc Bolan, Joe Cocker and Denny 
Cordell.

tables. “I hate it and I loathe every
thing he does onstage. I think he’s 
terrible, but I do enjoy listening to 
his albums. I think all four are good. 
I’m not very keen on Pictures At An 
Exhibition, but the other three albums 
are a gas." Whenever Rick is talking 
about his hatred of theatrics and over
stated images he raises his voice, looks 
completely disconcerted and exclaims, 
“it’s got damned little to do with mu
sic.”

Onstage, Wakeman stands quite still, 
letting his fingers do the dancing; his 
concession to glamor is a rather long

MUSIC
album. “On my first American tour 
with Yes—last year, before we had 
our own plane—we had to fly on the 
commercial airlines. I got very bored. 
I’d pick up a few books at the airport, 
and one I got hold of was about the 
private life of Henry VIII.

“While reading it,” Rick continues, 
“it occurred to me that Anne Boleyn’s 
life-style reminded me of a short 
eight-bar piece I’d written and I 
thought it would ba a good idea to 
write a piece for all six wives.”

Apart from choral backings, the 
piece is completely instrumental. The 
“players" include Steve Howe, Chris 
Squire, Alan White and Bill Bruford, 
plus Dave Lambert and Dave Cousins 
from the Strawbs, but mostly it’s se
lected English session musicians and 
a very large dose of Rick Wakeman.

“I used the Yes people only on one 
track, because it might make people 
think it’s another Yes album." Then, 
Rick adds modestly, “I had to make 
it instrumental, because my lyrics are 
appalling. And though I can sing in 
tune, my voice isn’t that good."

The sound of the six compositions 
changes with Rick’s interpretations of 
the individual ladies’ characters. “Anne 
Boleyn" and “Katherine Of Aragon" 
are highly orchestrated. “Catherine 
Parr" and “Anne Of Cleves" are rock 
and roll. “Jane Seymour" has a deli
cate, ethereal quality. And because 
Rick found Catharine Howard’s per
sonality unfathomable, her piece is 
impossible to classify.

The Yes blessing: Rick’s eyes are 
beginning to shut, but as he drifts off, 
he’s still talking about his pride and 
joy and most precious fear. “One 
track’s got an 1100-year-old, 22-foot 
pipe organ, and on the same track 
I’ve over-dubbed a Moog and bass 
and drums. It’s really strange."

He concludes: “The album will sell 
a certain amount thanks to Yes. All 
I can hope is that the people who buy 
it because of the Yes thing will get 
into the album and won’t just stick it 
away with the rest of the albums that 
they buy. This album means a lot 
more to me than people just buying it 
and sticking it away."

In the morning, out in the parking 
lot, Rick’s eyes are half-shut. He’s still 
wearing his same yellow sweat shirt, 
jeans and sneakers as he helps carry a 
synthesizer a fan built for him out to 
the waiting limousine. Rick Wake
man: a very human, very likeable 
entry in the plasticity of this rock and 
roll world. He’s putting his soul on 
the line with this album of his, and 
all he asks in return is that you open 
your ears and take the time to listen.
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Stevie and Mick Jagger: When Wonder 
and Jagger rushed out onstage together 
during the encores, jumping exuberantly 
to the music, no one would have sus
pected that behind the scenes things 
were far from rosy.

Stevie Wonder: "John Lennon has had a 
great Influence on me," said Stevie in 
Colorado this summer, "his music is so 
sincere.” A few months later, the Lennon 
connection went beyond mere Influence. 
John invited Stevie to join him for a 
concert at Madison Square Garden.

.• i



because his popularity has diminished

Stevie Wonder stepped
into

studio and wrote

was when the

j

Superstition” for
Jeff Beck. And that

since the mid-sixties. In the last two 
months the album Stevie recorded 
during that strange summer with the 
Slones (Talking Book—on Motown’s 
Tamla label) has been climbing the 
charts faster than the latest disks by 
Joni Mitchell and Joe Cocker. And 
Stevie’s single, “Superstition,” easily 
raced to number one on the soul 
charts. But the Stones misadventure 
was just a small and necessary part 
of the strange odyssey that has greeted 
Stevie Wonder ever since he first de
cided to slice his way out of the all
black world of Motown music and 
glide into a musical world he hoped 
would know no color.

Stevie was born in Saginaw, Michi
gan, played his first piano at the age 
of four, went to Motown Records for 
the first time when he was 10, had 
signed his first recording contract by 
the time he was 11, and tasted his 
first smash-hits—“I Call It Pretty

trouble began.
by Janis Schacht and Howard Bloom 

to play lead guitar on one cut for 
Stevie's new album. But the seemingly 
simple exchange eventually broke 
down in bitterness. u

Beck. Bogert and Appice went back 
to their studio and recorded their.ver
sion of “Superstition.” And Wonder 
laid down his version for his own 
album. Then suddenly, many months 
later, the song that Beck and his part
ners had labored over, fallen in love 
with, and hoped to put out as a single 
was already on the radio ... in Won
ders’ version. Sitting in the elegant 
restaurant on the ground floor of New 
York's CBS building, the Beck group’s 
feeling was one of hurt and confusion. 
When Jeff finally got Carmine Appice 
to understand that the Wonder version 
was already out with all the earmarks

caucus 45

accustomed to getting, being ignored 
by Jagger, overlooked by the press, 
and unmentioned in the tour’s pub
licity. At a Chicago radio station, 
black DJ E. Rodney Jones took Stevie 
by the arm and told him angrily, 
“You are too big a star and too tal
ented to take that treatment. Your 
name should be* up on the marquee 
with theirs.” “You’re right, man,” said 
Stevie quietly, then took the arm of 
the man next to him arid was led back 
to the car that would transport him 
to his Holiday Inn.

Bridging the color gap: Why did 
Stevie Wonder, a star who’s twice as 
big as the Stones in the black com
munity, let himself undergo the hu
miliation of being drowned in the 
Jagger crew’s shadow? Certainly not

MUSIC
summer, Stevie was recording his new 
LP in the hallowed halls of New 
York's luxurious Electric Lady Stu
dio. Recording in a room down the 
hall was an old Wonder fan, an imp
ish guitar legend who had paid hom
age to Stevie by putting the blind 
musician's songs on every one of his 
recent LP's. That man? Jeff Beck.

Beck was awed by the thought of 
actually meeting the man he had ad
mired from a distance for so long. 
But when he sauntered down the hall, 
introduced himself, and spent enough 
time with Wonder to let the awe wear 
off, he found his hero anxious to trade 
music. “Stevie asked me which of the 
songs he played me I would like to 
do." recalls Jeff. “I pointed out one. 
and he said, ‘Sorry', that's my favorite 
one. You can't do that.’ So then he 
came to the studio (while Beck was 
recording) and wrote me ‘Supersti
tion’ and said, ‘there you go.’” In 
exchange for the song. Beck agreed

While working on the 
new LP Talking Book,

a New York

I
!

i
I

T t was 1964. the year progressive 
1 rock was born, and the Rolling 
Slones were making one of their first 
appearances on British television. 
They were raucous. They were raun
chy. They were a powerhouse of black 
grit in white bodies. But they were 
second on the bill. Star of the show 
was a thirteen-ycar-old, black, blind 
kid who sang with all the high- 
pitched. gut-grabbing sweetness that 
had already landed him at least two 
major hits. That kid was “Little Stevie 
Wonder.”

Eight years later, the Stones had 
turned the tables . . . and turned th'em 
with a vengeance. They stormed 
across the States with a thirty-city 
tour that captured headlines in nearly 
every major newspaper and magazine 
in America. And with them was Stevie 
Wonder, now 22 years old. But this 
time Stevie was on the bottom of the 
bill. To make matters worse, he was 
playing for less money than he was

Music,” and “Fingertips”—when he 
was 12. During the next seven years 
the Motown formula—richly laced 
with horns, finger-snapping choruses, 
mindless lyrics and shuffling snare 
drums—brought Stevie a never-ending 
torrent of top hits. But in 1970, when 
his contract with Motown ran out, 
Stevie was determined to try some
thing new. He was ready for a new 
kind of music—the Music Of My 
Mind as his next LP’s title called it— 
music that fre said “is involved more 
with what's happening now and to 
the people in my life.” And he was 
ready to reach out to a new audience 
—a white audience. But reaching out 
to that audience would often prove 
discouragingly difficult.

The Beck breakdown: Early last
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77/ change if you vote me in 
as the pres.

The president of vour soul
1 live in the ghetto
You come to visit me around 

election time.
Even the backun on such a seemingly 
strident sone was tastefullv nared 
jazz rock. The only memory of the Lit
tle Stevie Wonder of old was the har
monica. the instrument on which 
Stevie had begun to nlav the blues 
lone before he was even ten.

Tn a sense, the new Stevie Wonder 
was uostaging Mick Jaeger just as the 
Stevie Wonder of 1964 had done . . . 
uostaging him with warmth and com
passion. For during the tour, while 
Mick allowed the crowds of admirers 
That swirled around him to keen even

of a hit, Beck leaned forward and 
sneered. “Bastard. What can we say? 
He wrote it, that’s the frustrating 
thing about it. He’s got an incredible 
ear for small combo material. It fitted 
us like a glove." Then he sighed, and 
shook his head. “Stevie, you screwed 
up."

Sol'tude in the Stones: Not long 
after the recording session with Beck, 
Stevie flew to the Pacific Northwest 
to begin a tour with the Stones that 
would turn out to be equally prob
lematic. For the first half of the tour 
he would leave the stage exhausted 
after standing ovations, then flee the 
dismal backstage for the hotel room 
he would already know by touch. It 
wasn't until the tour was nearly over 
that the Stones invited him to re-

to greet him. When he reached his 
hotel, he was welcomed by a brass 
band. And a few days later he was 
honored with a city-wide Stevie Won
der Day.

A warm LP: It was the love and not 
the bitterness that would permeate the 
LP Stevie was working on as the 
Stones tour ground to an end. “What 
I’m doing now is more me than any
thing I’ve ever done.” he told a writer 
in San Francisco when half of Talking 
Book’s songs had already been writ
ten. “We do political tunes. Songs that 
deal with love—not just intimate love 
between two people—but general 
love, which there isn’t much of these 
davs. It’s like God is the Earth or 
evervthine that man couldn’t create.” 
Slow, soulful ballads with beautiful, 
haunting melody lines filled the new 
album. And the Ivrics were not Top 
Fortv pan. but dared to speak out on 
behalf of those who were oppressed. 
“Big Brother" found Stevie singing.

Your name is Big Brother
You sav that vou pot me all 

in your notebook
Your name is I’ll See Ya

Yet Wonder was smiling, perhaps 
because the tour was nearing its end. 
There was no animosity in the man. 
only love and trust of the people who 
surrounded him.

Wonder love: And there were plain
ly those who loved Stevie Wonder. 
Guitarist Buzzy Feiton (formerly of 
the Rascals, now part of Full Moon) 
approached Stevie screaming at the 
top of his lungs: “I caught my man 
stealing my licks out there—during 
‘Superwoman’ I heard you playing my 
licks." Buzzy—white and fair—was 
obviously completely enamored of the 
Wonder genius. A few days earlier 
the citizens of Philadelphia had shown 
that they, too, loved Stevie Wonder. 
When Wonder arrived at the airport, 
he found six busloads of fans waiting

Stevie Wonder and Jeff Beck: First “Su
perstition” roused a ruckus between 
Stevie and Jeff Beck. Now it’s moved 
into the number one spot on the soul 
charts.

appear onstage for the encore. In Phil
adelphia, he finally admitted that “at 
one time I was thinking of splitting 
from the tour." During the final dates 
at New York’s Madison Square Gar
den. it was easy to see why. Stevie sat 
in his dressing room after his set, wait
ing for the encore. The room was sur
rounded by security guards. A special
ly coded badge which changed at 
every show gave admittance to the 
stage door and the backstage area. It 
also gave access to Stevie Wonder’s 
dressing room. Police lining the halls 
warned that any attempt to get from 
Stevie’s dressing room to the Stones 
six-room suite without the proper 
identification would land you out on 
the sidewalk.

It was not at all surprising to find 
all the Rolling Stones groupies hang
ing out in Wonder’s area. There was 
simply nowhere else to go. But soon 
the groupies, who were not easily im
pressed by the blind, black superstar, 
became bored with flirtatiously tossing 
their feather boas over their half-nude 
frames and moved into the hall to 
sec if they could catch Jaegers’ eye.
46

bi
Stevie at a distance. Wonder had 
made way through his crowd of fol
lowers for anv stranger who came to 
his room, and had reached out to hold 
that stranger’s hand, if onlv for a half 
a minute. And months after the tour 
had ended, whi’e Mick was comolain- 
ing that the millions taken in were not 
rea’lv enough for him. Stevie was still 
reaching out and giving of himself— 
joining John Lennon and Yoko Ono 
in the benefit concert for the mentally 
retarded that will probably appear for 
the second time on ABC television 
this spring, planning to join a concert 
for the blind this April at New York’s 
Philharmonic Hall, giving his own 
money to help fight sickle cell anemia, 
and playing telethons and benefits as 
if it were a full time job. The summer 
that gave birth to Talking Book would 
have left anyone else angry. But when 
it was over, Stevie Wonder had a mes
sage printed in Braille on the album’s 
cover that summed up his attitude:

“Here is my music. It’s all I have 
to tell vou how I feel. Know that your 
love keeps me strong.”

Stevie Wonder: As the Stones tour passed 
through San Francisco, Stevie took time 
off to go over to Wally Heiders studio for 
a recording session with Graham Nash.
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he agrees. “He’s not really naive; 
that’s just his way. He’s like a child, 
curious. He says things other people 
only think. He’s just like Sherlock 
Holmes, only not so formidable; he’s 
Sherlock in reverse.”

Sherlock reversed, indeed. Sherlock 
strides confidently into a room; Co
lombo meanders. Sherlock has his 
classical music and soothing violin. 
Columbo would probably rather spend 
the day watching a ball game at Dod
ger Stadium. Sherlock logically de
duces, revealing his suspicions—and 
the unwitting victim of his clever 
machinations—only at the end. Co
lumbo pins his suspects after the au
dience has already guessed. “But,” 
Falk adds, “that doesn’t mean the 
audience knows as much as Columbo 
does.”

Sly mutt: While the comparisons 
between Columbo and Sherlock end, 
the similarities between Falk and Co
lumbo continue. Columbo walks into 
a room “and the people are either em
barrassed for him or else they imme
diately dismiss him.” Of himself, the

T7 or the last ten years, Peter Falk 
JT has played a series of second 

bananas and squint-eyed hoods in a 
river of polluted gangster flicks that 
once threatened to send a promising 
acting career floating out to sea like 
one of his mutilated victims. “I’ve 
done too many shows where I’d walk 
into a hospital room where a man was 
in bed, and I’d go over and turn off 
the oxygen. I’ve shot, knifed, and beat 
people in too many bloody scenes. 
There is no fun in doing that. I’d like 
to do something optimistic,” he once 
said.

Now, however, with the rising pop
ularity of a naive, bumbling anti-hero 
named Columbo, Peter has found suc
cess on the other side of the badge— 
and a starring role that comes sur
prisingly close to his own lovable 
character.

Sherlock upside down: The sloop
shouldered actor grins sheepishly and 
rubs his nose characteristically when 
he’s asked about the similarities be
tween himself and his TV personality. 
“I feel comfortable with Columbo,”
48

Peter Falk: Of his disarming Columbo 
character, he says, “He appears to be 
absorbing nothing when actually he’s 
absorbing everything. He looks like a 
slob and most of the time he acts like 
one.”

tough-talking actor sheepishly admits, 
“I’m a mutt, not a thoroughbred. Like 
Columbo, I can’t be anything else. 
I look into the mirror and I hear my
self talk and it is obvious to me I 
can’t be anything but a mutt.”

It took Pete ten years to find a role 
that he could “sink my teeth into.” 
But with the characteristic slowness 
of a Columbo it took him even longer 
to decide he wanted to be an actor at 
all; and while many of his strongest 
fans think Peter Falk was born into 
a sloppy trenchcoat and wide-brim
med hat, this wasn’t the case.

Falk was born in New York City 
but soon moved to Ossining, New 
York, where his parents still run a 
small dry goods and clothing store. At 
the age of three a malignant tumor 
claimed one eye, but Peter was lucky 
to escape with his life. In years to 
come the loss of the eye would prove 
a hindrance for the actor, but during 
his early years he let it be the joke 
of the neighborhood. “When some
thing like this happens early, you live 
with it, that’s all. We used to play 
ball a lot. If the umpire ruled me 
out on a bum call. I’d take out the 
glass eye and hand it to him.”

Burning down the town: According 
to Pete, “I led a double life when I 
was a kid.” Inside of the Ossining 
high school, Pete was a three-letter 
athlete, a member of the debating 
team, and class president for three 
years. But outside of school, “there 
was me and Murph and Carmine and 
Guido, and the four of us were genu
ine delinquents. We’d go down a 
street breaking things. Once we busted 
every window in a green house. An
other time we set fire to a field to 
try to see how much damage we could 
do, busting streetlamps, etc. . . . Any 
kid who’s trying to prove how tough 
he is, is really just showing he’s afraid 
of something and has no confidence 
in himself.”

Peter attributes his feats of ambi
tious vandalism to the dichotomy be
tween the romantic world of a child 
and the real world of the adult. 
“When you’re a kid, the real world 
seems dull and ordinary compared to 
the dream. Some of the things we do 
when we rebel as kids come from a 
desire to put some of that dream into 
the real world.”

Butt end of bigotry: But it would 
be about ten years after his gradua
tion from high school before Pete 
would begin to live a life that could 
live up to a kid’s dream—a life on the 
stage. In the interim he pursued a 
career in political science at Hamilton 
College, but his time there is not 
fondly remembered. “I couldn’t get 
into a fraternity because they didn’t
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Peter Falk: “I snend very little time in 
front of the TV,” he admits. “Most of 
the stuff is lousy- The only funny and re
freshing series on the air is ALL IN THE 
FAMILY ... and COLOMBO.”

Several TV roles followed, includ
ing early Columbo segments. But be
fore CBS could sign him to a contract, 
directors Neil Simon and Mike Nich
ols approached him to star in their 
hit play The Prisoner Of Second 
Avenue. While negotiations were in 
progress for the play, Peter filmed sev
en Columbo segments for the spring 
’72 season. Then he flew to New York 
for the show.

Racing the mental dustbin: With 
Columba* s success making it a tight 
top ten competitor in the TV ratings, 
Peter still worries about what else 
he’ll do. “I look around and many 
people seem to get deader as they get 
older.” He rarely mingles with his 
Beverly Hills compatriots, instead pre
ferring to relax in his comfortable 
$200,000 Tudor home. He prefers the 
dangers of New York living to the 
clean streets of Beverly Hills. And his 
social life is nothing to write gossip 
columns about: “The thing John Cas
savetes is most grate/ul for is that I’ve 
known him for four years and never 
invited him to my house.”

Pete broke up Columbo filming and 
directing chores by starring in Mikey 
and Nicky, a flick written by Elaine 
May and directed by May, Falk, and 
Cassavetes. “It’s about two small time 
guys, one’s a Jew and one’s a wop. 
They’re old friends. The Italian guy 
is very loose, open. The Jewish fellow 
is rather uptight. They’re not really 
hoodlums, they’re like illegitimate en
trepreneurs. Best script I ever read.”

Elaine May, after working with 
Peter, described him this way: “He 
has one of the great improvisational 
abilities. It comes from a deep and 
terribly human personality that under
stands the position of the little guy 
almost beyond belief. Peter’s charm 
comes from a combination of shyness 
and warmth, but he is always honest. 
A rare feat.”

She could have b en describing 
Lieutenant Columbo ... to a tee.

pian came to New York. Within a 
month of his arrival he had landed a 
job off-Broadway playing the barten
der in The Iceman Cometh. Other 
plays and TV appearances followed. 
His reputation as the perfect hoodlum 
spread to Hollywood, where the for
midable producer Harry Cohn re
quested an interview. “Yeh, that Har
ry Cohn was really somethin’ else. 
I really liked him. He tried very dis
cretely to bring up the subject of my 
glass eye. He called it my deficiency. 
I didn’t know what he was talkin’ 
about, so I said ‘What deficiency?’ 
thinkin’ he meant vitamins or some
thin.’ Harry replied: ‘Your eye; you’re 
a little off-center in your vision. It 
will show up on the screen.’ I told 
him his guys had already seen me on 
TV and it didn’t show.”

To Peter’s surprise, Cohn then ar
ranged an eye test. “I mean a screen 
test is one thing, but an eye test? 
That was ridiculous.”

Someone held a pencil behind a 
camera and told Pete to follow it 
with his eyes. Of course, one eye fol
lowed it and the other one stayed put. 
Cohn turned to Falk and said, “Thank 
you, Mr. Falk, but for the

I can get an actor with twomoney 
eyes.”

Hot and cold running success: 
It was after this rejection that Peter 
learned to utilize the sweeping turn 
of his head to give him the appearance 
of normal eyesight. And despite his 
20/0 vision. Peter made it to the 
movies in a big way. In 1961, on his 
first time out, he won an Oscar nom
ination for his role in “Murder Inc.”

Peter Falk: When the head of the Dramatic 
Workshop in New York offered the then- 
undergraduate Falk an acting scholarship, 
Peter’s reply was, “Putz! Think I want to 
starve? Bullshit! Actor? Not me!” 

•

allow Jews. I’d never heard of 
thing like that. I couldn’t believe it! 
I went through a period of disen
chantment when I found out there 
were injustices in the world.”

Unwilling to give up his education, 
he switched to the University of Wis
consin, New York’s New School for 
Social Research, and finally the State 
University of New York at Syracuse, 
where he emerged with a Master’s 
Degree in public administration. The 
degree led to the unlikely job of effi
ciency expert for the State of Con
necticut Budget Bureau. For three 
years he competed with other rising 
young executives, working closely 
with dynamic leaders like Henry Ca
bot Lodge and Connecticut Senator 
Abe Ribicoff. By the end of that time 
he realized, “I was hopelessly ineffi
cient. It is one of the ironies of our 
time that I should end up an efficiency 
expert.”

The lady who made him act: 
His decision to quit the efficiency 
business would prove a milestone in 
his career. While working in Hart
ford’s nine-to-five straight world, he 
had joined a community theater, the 
Mark Twain Maskers, to pursue a 
sideline hobby. In the summer he 
spent spare time working in summer 
stock. “I thought, ‘something’s wrong 
here. I go to work and all I do is think 
about the theater.’ It started to dawn 
on me that I couldn’t keep it out of 
my life any longer.” But the fateful 
day arrived when Falk saw an ad in 
a Hartford paper announcing a 
Shakespeare class to be given by Eva 
LaGallienne. He pursuaded his boss 
to give him one afternoon a week off 
for the whole summer so he could 
attend her class; it would prove the 
turning point in his career.

“She was so remarkable that all she 
had to say was ‘you’re an actor’ and 
that was it. She asked me why the 
hell I was always late for class. I told 
her, ‘I have to drive from Hartford.’ 
‘What are you doing in Hartford? 
There’s no theater there. How do you 
make a living?’ she asked. I said, ‘I’m 
not in the theater. I’m not an actor.’ 
‘Well, young man, you should be.’ 
That’s what made me become an 
actor. I drove back to Hartford, I told 
them I was packing in efficiency, and 
I became an unemployed professional. 
Everyone knew I was unemployed. I 
alone knew I was a professional.”

The perfect hood: His father’s re
action was not totally unexpected. He 
said to Peter, “What? You’re going to 
paint your face and make an ass of 
yourself for the rest of your life? Ha, 
ha, ha!”

With a letter of introduction from 
Miss LaGallienne, the aspiring thes-
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Greg Lake, bass: Keith Emerson has been 
seemingly content with the vast horizons 
opened for him by his soecially designed 
synthesizers: and Carl Palmer has been 
talking for hours about the limitless chal
lenges of his revolutionary new Moog 
drum. But Greg Lake has been boiling 
with volcanic discontent.

j
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Keith's Fame Threatens 
Emerson, Lake and Palmer

The public’s adulation of Keith Emerson is creating grave tensions within
Emerson, Lake and Palmer . . .

tensions that could soon tear the group to pieces.
by Howard Bloom

z~An the surface, at least, it looked 
V_Z as if Emerson, Lake and Palmer 

were experiencing the headiest British 
triumphs of their three-year career 
together. When they began their first 
tour of England in nearly a year, 
theaters everywhere from Bourne- 
mounth to Birmingham were sold out 
in hours and demanding extra shows 
to satisfy the swelling overflow of dis
appointed fans. Crowds as large as 
any seen in the history of indoor Brit
ish rock concerts were shrieking with 
amazed delight as the stages went dark 
and eight gigantic video screens on the 
sides of the proscenium began flashing 
strangely colored pictures. Then sud
denly the lights would go up on Keith 
Emerson in a Kubrick-esque, turtle
skin suit squeezing the opening chords 
of “Hoe Down’’ from his moog. Two 
hours later, the crowds would leave 
the theaters buzzing excitedly about 
the giant Tarkus tanks that had belch
ed smoke and styrofoam pellets into 
the front rows, about the giant birds 
and prehistoric animals that had flap
ped incongruously across the stage, 
and about musical performances that 
had been among the tightest, hardest- 
driving and most exhilarating Emer
son. Lake and Palmer had ever given.

r > \
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Keith Emerson, organ: Now, more than 
ever before, Keith is trying not to hog the 
spotlight. During recent months, whenever 
London’s reporters have cornered Carl and 
Greg for interviews Keith has ridden quiet
ly away on his motorbike.
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sic, was very tired of being ignored.
Game plan that didn’t work: 

It had certainly never been Keith’s 
intention to hog the spotlight. Nearly 
ten years ago Emerson stomped out 
of his first band, Gary Farr and the 
T. Bones, after only a week because 
“Gary Farr would come in and say, 
‘I’m the leader in this band, and you 
play what I want you to play.’” By 
the time Keith met Greg Lake in 
1969 at the Fillmore East and the two 
decided to form a new band with Carl 
Palmer, Emerson had vowed that he 
would never organize a group where 
one man was the boss. He swore that 
Emerson, Lake and Palmer would be 
“designed so that everybody gets fea
tured equally.” And late in 1971, just 
before the release of Pictures At An 
Exhibition, Emerson was convinced 
that Emerson, Lake and Palmer had 
lived up to that original goal. “We’re 
all getting recognized in our own 
right," he declared, “and we’re very 
pleased about that. That’s why we’re 
called Emerson, Lake and Palmer."

But in recent months Greg Lake 
has taken to joking bitterly in public 
that Ejnerson, Lake and Palmer is not 
really “ELP” at all . . . it is just, he 
says, “the Big E.” For despite Emer-

Carl Palmer, drums: Even when they first 
got together in 1969, they realized that 
unequal fame could lead to friction . . . 
and to the end of the group.

MUSIC
son’s attempts to share the limelight, 
the limelight has insistently clung to 
him and to him and him alone.

The break-up odds: Those closest 
to the group stress that Greg’s bitter
ness will not lead to a group split. But 
in reality. Emerson, Lake and Palmer 
have not worked on an album to
gether since they finished Trilogy well 
over a year ago. And at press-time, 
they were still sidestepping their rec
ord company’s demand that they com
plete a new record before they tour 
the States this spring.

Once, when he was explaining the 
advantages of a group in which all the 
members were equals, Keith Emerson 
commented that “if we want to do 
our own projects then we have a 
chance.” But when it comes to LP’s, 
Keith, Greg and Carl seem to be 
doing nothing but their own projects. 
“They are like Crosby, Stills, Nash 
and Young.” says one associate, trying 
to underscore the idea that Emerson, 
Lake and Palmer can do their own 
solo albums but still stay together. 
Yet Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young 
have probably gone their separate 
ways for good. Hopefully, that will 
not be the fate of Emerson, Lake and 
Palmer. •

Monkey wrench in the works: 
But behind the public spectacle was a 
private drama that could prove to be 
infinitely more important in the end 
. . . and infinitely more tragic to those 
who love Emerson. Lake and Palmer. 
ELP were due to begin work on their 
next joint album . . . long past due, 
in fact. But the work had not begun. 
Instead. Keith. Greg and Carl had 
been “messing around in the studio on 
their own,” as one close associate put 
it, working on solo LP’s that officially 
they were supposed to have shelved 
months ago.

Why the reluctance to get together 
and create another masterwork on a 
par with Tarkits, Pictures at an Exhi
bition and Trilogy? Why the unac
knowledged hesitation to carry the 
group’s extraordinary music to its next 
logical plateau? The cause was a per
sonal situation that one friend hesi
tantly admitted was “very turbulent.” 
Keith Emerson, the nearly egoless, 
quiet loner who had done his damned
est to avoid being THE STAR, was 
being given almost all the public at
tention. And Greg Lake, the boister
ous, ambitious bassist who produced 
the albums, sang the songs, and wrote 
much of the group’s most crucial mu-
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Pick of The Month

Love it!

€Leave it!

J.
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ft.
An A to Z listing 
for the ravenous 

record buyer.

Savory, but for 
special tastes.

Listen to It 'til the 
grooves grow old.

Worth one listen 
at least.

J. J. Cale—Really 
(Shelter) 
Rating: one ear 

Ex-producer J.
Cale is back with 

Really, an excursion into semi-slum
bering rock. Cale's formula for music 
seems to involve raising sluggishness 
to its highest plane and taking it 
from there. He plays piano like a 
Leon Russell prototype submerged in 
molasses, and every song sounds like 
it was recorded in a drum without the 
benefit of a treble pick-up. That, in 
a nutshell, is the endearing charm of 
J. J. Cale. In the grandest of bogged- 
down styles, he manages to piece to
gether a batch of solid rockers that, 
while not flashy, are easy to listen to. 
Like J. J. himself, his songs are just 
there. No sweat. No extravagance. 
Just plain old mumble-rock, there for 
the playing.

interested in the origins of rock and 
roll. Bill Haley and his rocking Com
ets were one of the first R & R bands 
to emerge in the early fifties, and like 
most early rockers they were amaz
ingly simple and amazingly bad (by 
today's standards). Needless to say, 
it’s great to hear Bill and his boys 
blitz their way through various pro
gressions and themes that would later 
be stylized and used by everybody 
from the Stones to Cat Mother and 
the All Night Newsboys. A definite 
collector’s item, this Haley set shows 
what early rock was all about.

Mountain—The Best 
(—x* of Mountain

(Columbia/Windfall) 
Rating: one heart 
While West, Bruce and 

Laing travel around the nation belch
ing “Why Dontcha’s” at enthusiastic 
audiences, it is only fair that we pay 
our last respects to the group that 
started it all for Leslie . . . Moun
tain. No matter how simple or crude 
the music appeared to be, Mountain 
made it all come alive with raw en
ergy and fierce power. With willowy 
Felix Pappalardi laying the bass foun
dation and drummer Corky Laing and 
non-existent organist Steve Knight 
adding additional coverage, Moun
tain spotlighted the rugged, distorted 
guitar licks of massive Leslie West. 
Included on The Best are tunes done 
by Mountain at the beginning and 
end of their career. From the hot ’n

McKendree Spring— 
Tracks (Decca) 
Rating: one ear
It was probably inevi
table that a group as 

inventive as McKendree Spring would 
eventually settle down into a safe, 
country-flavored folk rut. Tracks is 
an excursion into a tasteful musical 
world that is not at all bad, but is 
also not exciting. It’s merely pleasant. 
Michael Dreyfuss, playing the violin, 
fills in all the right places; and gui
tarist Martin Slutsky has all the right 
riff's. Still, it isn’t up to their first two 
very fine LP’s. The most interesting 
cut on this ditty is “Light Up the 
Skies,’’ a five-minute instrumental 
based on “The Four Seasons’’ by Vi
valdi.

Bill Haley and his
Comets—Golden Hits 
(Decca)
Rating: two ears
“Rock Around the 

Clock,” “Skinny Minnie,” "Shake Rat
tle and Roll,” “See You Later Alli
gator” and “Don’t Knock the Rock” 
are only a few reasons why this 
double LP set will appeal to anyone

52

The Rolling Stones— 
. More Hot Rocks (Big

UJ)' Hits and Fazed
Cookies) (London) 
Rating: one heart

Before they assumed their current 
roles as kings of fop rock, the Rolling 
Stones were the greatest bunch of 
punk rockers ever to assault either 
side of the Atlantic. They were young, 
brazen, and only average musicians 
. . . but they attacked everything they 
attempted with a kind of blind feroci
ty that forced you to admire their 
style. More Hot Rocks captures the 
zest of the early Stones and the subtle 
changes they went through while mov
ing towards their present status. The 
early Stones are ably represented by 
“Tell Me,” “Not Fade Away” and the 
semi-grotesque “I’m Free.” The LP 
then catches the group moving up
ward from punky rhythms to melodic 
tunes like “Lady Jane” and “Dande
lion” before entering their Sgt.-Pepper- 
influenced days (“She’s A Rainbow”) 
and finally their bloozy era (“No 
Expectations”). More Hot Rocks also 
presents some fazed cookies not nor
mally found Stateside, like “Poison 
Ivy,” “Fortune Teller” and “Money.” 
A double LP set that will please just 
about everyone, even non-Stones 
boosters, More Hot Rocks is a fitting 
testimonial to the gutsy group that 
was known as the Rolling Stones.
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The Nitty Gritty Dirt

Gilbert O'Sullivan— 
Back To Front 
(London) 
Rating: one foot 
What has happened to

Billy Preston—Music 
Is My Life (A&M) 
Rating: one ear 
Keyboard wizard Billy 
Prestons’ newest soulful 

batch of funk is guaranteed to carry 
over the excitement of his last release, 
which launched his successful “Outa- 
Space” single. Whether he’s doing 
bluesy ballads (like his treatment of 
the Beatles’ “Blackbird”) or bump- 
and-grinding rockers (“We’re Going 
To Make It"), Preston’s infectious 
vocals and massive organ work are 
stand-outs.

as
not check up on the originals in 
their phantasmagoric glory?

€

Dr. Hook and the 
Medicine Show— 
Sloppy Seconds 
(Columbia) 
Rating: none

Somewhere, Sylvia’s mother is getting 
a lobotomy.

nasty “Mississippi Queen” to the hot
ter ’n nastier “Roll Over Beethoven,” 
Best of Mountain proves to be a mu
sical avalanche of power rock.

The Musical Head 
r'-y (Orphic Egg)

Rating: one heart 
Part of a very inter
esting classical concept 

known as “Orphic Egg,” this release 
acts as a sort of a “get acquainted” 
sampler for those not too interested 
in classical music. Including short 
pieces by Mozart, Stravinsky, Bach 
and Ravel, The Musical Head should 
serve as the perfect introduction to 
the sounds of “long hair” for the un
initiated. The entire “Orphic Egg” 
series is, in fact, a supurb collection 
of some of the most impressive works 
of musical imagination ever created. 
If you enjoy the way the classics are 
adapted by such contemporary artists 

Emerson, Lake and Palmer, why 
all

Shawn Phillips— 
Faces (A&M) 
Rating: two ears 
Shawn Phillips is prob
ably one of the best 

known “unknowns” around rock to
day. An American by birth, a Euro
pean by choice, frail-looking Phillips 
weaves a kind of mesmerizing music, 
using threads of folk, soft rock, coun
try and jazz. Shawn is primarily a 
folk artist adept at twelve string 
acoustic guitar; but the songs he 
writes implement various time changes 
that allow Shawn’s high-pitched vocals 
to dart in and out of the proceedings 
with a jazzy, skat-singing quality. 
Having sidemen like Sneeky Pete of 
the Burritos, Caleb Quaye of Hook
foot, Glen Campbell, Lee Sklar and 
Steve Winwood certainly doesn’t hurt 
any cither. Faces is an easy-rocking 
product of a talented and very ig
nored performer.

little Gilbert O’Sullivan, the Buster 
Keaton-ish tyke who came to the U.S. 
from his native England about a year 
and a half ago with some genuinely 
pleasing pop excursions into conserva
tism? Why, he has become a "stah.” 
His hair is longer now, and when he 
is not wearing “big G” (for Gilbert) 
high school sweaters he is wearing 
open shirts and crooning wimpy com
mercial ballads. Gilbert’s second LP 
should immediately place him in the 
same stellar talent notch as is present
ly occupied by Cameo cookies. His 
lyrics have degenerated into limp pap, 
and the orchestra which marred his 
first LP is back again and apparently 
brought along its big brother to help 
louse up the works. Included on this 
snoozer is ol’ Gil’s latest sparkle-plen
ty hit, “Clair”—a tune that should 
only be tolerated under the most se
vere situations . . . like sedation.

Rick Roberts— 
Windmills (A&M) 
Rating: two ears 
Twenty-three-year - old 
Rick Roberts has seen 

a lot of good music go down in his 
few years in the music world. As a 
singer-guitarist with the second gener
ation Flying Burrito Brothers, Rick 
toured and recorded for two years 
with some of the best musicians 
around and managed to pen a couple 
of really beautiful tunes for the Bur
ritos in between, the best known being 
the lilting “Colorado.” Now out on 
his own, Rick’s first solo LP presents 
a batch of fine “Colorado”-ish ballads 
with some soft rockers thrown in for 
good measure. Backed by some of 
rockdoms biggest guns (including Da
vid Crosby, Marc Benno, Jackson 
Browne and Chris Hillman) Ribk’s 
feathery melodies can easily be term
ed rock poetry, with the best being 
the dramatic “Deliver Me” and the 
touching “Sail Away.” Sounding like 
a bit of the old Burritos, Windmill is 
a breezy debut for troubador Roberts.

Procol Harum—A 
Whiter Shade of Pale 
(A&M)
Rating: two ears
Anyone who has re

cently discovered Procol Harum will 
be happy to see this relic reissued. A 
re-release of the band’s first LP (but 
not mixed nearly as well as the orig
inal), Whiter Shade of Pale spot
lights Gary Brooker’s amazing vocals 
and keyboard work. Besides the title 
tune, the album includes such estab
lished Harum classics as “Repent Wal
purgis” and a version of “Conquista
dor” that will amaze those familiar 
only with the orchestrated version. A 
must for die-hard Harum-ites.

CIRCUS 53

— Band—Will the Circle
( j) Be Unbroken

(United Artist) 
Rating: one heart 

While not actually a bona fide Dirt 
Band release, this triple LP set pre
sents their fans with a chance to hear 
their boys cut their teeth on pure 
Country and Western material. Joined 
by some of C&W’s finest—including 
Earl Scruggs, Doc Watson, Maybelle 
Carter, Roy AcufT and Junior Husky 
—the Dirt Band gets a chance to 
strut their stuff amidst a whirlwind of 
fiddle, acoustic bass, harmonica, ban
jo, and acoustic and steel guitars. A 
meeting of two generations of pickers, 
Will the Circle Be Unbroken is 100% 
country fun.



Don’t Overlook
These Disks
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Shel Silverstein— 
Freaker’s Ball 
(Columbia)
Rating: one mouth 
Dear kids,

WE all lik this alblum. We think its 
witti and intelik . . . intellekju . . . 
smrat . . . real swell.

signed,
Richard Speck, Albert De Salvo, 
George Whitman, Napoleon 
Bonaparte and God.

through a set of earphones. Whether 
or not you choose to become a Tran
scendental gate crasher, you owe it to 
yourself to give a listen to this batch 
of the best, spaciest, mystically-in
spired music to find its way to wax 
since the late sixties.

Azteca 
(Columbia) 
Rating: one ear 
Composed of a couple 
of ex-Santana members 

and a crew of the finest sidemen in 
the San Francisco area, Azteca is a 
lumbering, Latin-rocking orchestra 
that could prove to be a big winner 
this year. The sixteen man band picks 
up where Santana left off before their 
Caravanserai purge . . . and shakes 
up a storm. With horns wailing and 
timbales crashing, Azteca jumps from 
funk to Latin-rock with ease. The 
strongest cut on the debut LP is 
“Mamita Linda,” a hell of a Latin 
piece that rivals the best of its genre 
in sheer energy. Carlos who?

Bruce Springsteen— 
Greetings From 
Asbury Park, New 
Jersey (Columbia) 
Rating: two ears

Every so often, a record listener is 
allowed to glimpse a talent of phe
nomenal proportions in the making. 
Bruce Springsteen is such a talent, and 
his debut LP offers such a glimpse. 
Sounding like a folk-rock hybrid of 
Bob Dylan and Van Morrison, Spring
steen combines off-the-wall lyrics with 
even more off-the-wall melodies and 
comes up with a frantically paced 
album that slithers, stomps and rocks 
with the best of ’em. With most of 
his tunes being first-person narratives, 
Bruce’s music is a stylized, person
alized attempt at rock that reaches out 
to touch the listener, saying: "Look, 
this is what’s happened to ME." Be
fore too long, you have to find your
self thinking “Yeah, he’s right. That’s 
the way people are." It’s going to be 
interesting to see how a rock populace 
made up of vaudevillian escape artists 
will take to the one-to-one music of 
young Bruce Springsteen.

conjures up a

Trapeze—You Are the 
Music ... We’re Just 
the Band (Threshold) 
Rating: one ear 
Trapeze is a British 

group whose main claim to fame 
(prior to this biggie) was the boast 
that their first LP was a really popu
lar item. Most rock lovers would have 
readily agreed . . . but they had never 
heard of it. With the release of You 
Are the Music . . . We're Just The 
Band, Trapeze may now be able to 
boast of two hot items . . . with the 
same overall results. Sharply divided 
between super-charged stompers and 
weak-kneed ballads, the album pre
sents the best and worst of the trio. 
A semi-vapid excursion into blah- 
rock, the disc offers a few interesting 
moments of guitar-bass-drum work 
and little more. While not exactly 
Godawful, Trapeze is far from being 
heaven-sent. If you are the music and 
they are the band, chances are after 
hearing this, you’ll go looking for a 
different group to call your tunes.

Sandy Denny—Sandy 
(A&M)
Rating: two ears
Sandy Denny is an 
extraordinarily popular 

British songstress whose style falls 
somewhere in between Judy Collins 
and auld English folke. Always sooth
ing and lyrically pastoral, Sandy 
paints headscapes of feathery sounds 
that touch every aspect of the natural 
life. Plain and simple, her songs dwell 
on topics like "The Quiet Joys of 
Brotherhood" and “Bushes and 
Branches (Thistles and Thorns)." If 
you give her the chance, Sandy Denny 
may underwhelm you and sweep you 
off your feet into greener musical pas
tures.

Uriah Heep—The 
Magician's Birthday 

lA (Mercury)
Rating: one ear
Spooky Uriah Heep 

has landed on Earth again, and this 
time they’ve turned from demons and 
wizards to magic. With hard-rocking 
songs about spiderwomen, blind eyes, 
weird echoes and magicians, Heep

wall of sound which
boasts wild guitar, fractured moog
and smashing drum work. As usual,
the group’s longer pieces are the most 
interesting, and the extraterrestrial 
story lines keep things floating well 
above the leaden atmosphere of medi
ocrity.

Wilburn Burchette— 
— Opens the Seven
Uj) Gates of Transcen

dental Consciousness 
(EBOS)
Rating: one heart

If you are a truly insane person, you 
will really appreciate this record. With 
a title like The Seven Gates of Tran
scendental Consciousness you know 
that this ain’t the usual batch of 
"Ohway bayuhbe" blooze-rock that 
has been hitting the fan for the past 
two years or so. Instead, it is a collec
tion of soothing, free-form guitar 
works distorted, phased and echoed 
enough to be totally unreal. The 
stereo effects used by Burchette are 
positively unearthly when hstened to

J. '
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To make sure that your favorite albums make It on the CIRCUS Top Tw®hty, fill out the ballot below with the names 
of three NEW records, then send it to CIRCUS Top Twenty, 866 United Nations Plaza, New York, N. Y. 10017.

WNEW-FM 
KSAN-FM 
KMET-FM 
WNCR-FM 
CHUM-FM 
WKTK-FM
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hese are the twenty LP’s that the CIRCUS Poll shows are winning the race for rock popularity this month. The hype, 
the over-promotion, the publicity don’t mean a thing on this exclusive CIRCUS chart. It is compiled directly from 

letters sent by more than 4,000 serious rock listeners living in every corner of the U.S. and Canada. (A star shows that an 
LP is shooting rapidly toward the top of the chart.)

★ 1(3) Jethro Tull—Living in the Past
★ 2(1) Black Sabbath—Volume IV

3(6) Yes—Close to the Edge
( 2) Alice Cooper—School’s Out

11 (IO) Cat Stevens—Catch Bull at Four
12 (12) Moody Blues—Seventh Sojourn
13 ( 9) Jethro Tull—Thick as a Brick
14 (20) Mott The Hoople—All the Young

Dudes
15 (13) Deep Purple—Machine Head
16 (11) Grand Funk Railroad—Phoenix
17 ( 8) Rod Stewart—Never A Dull Moment
18 (---- ) Pete Townshend—Who Came First
19 (15) Allman Brothers—Eat a Peach
20 (19) Uriah Heep—Demons & Wizards

4 (
5(5) David Bowl

Stardust
6(4) Emerson, Lake & Palmer—Trilogy

★ 7 (14) Ten Years After—Rock & Roll
Music to the World

★ 8 (—) Uriah Heep—Magician's B'Day
9 ( 7) T. Rex—Slider

★ 10 (—) West, Bruce & Laing—Why Dontcha

A selection of the most-played LP’s 
and singles as monitored off the air 
by CIRCUS listening posts. The top 
FM rock stations this month include: 

New York City 
San Francisco 
Los Angeles 
Cleveland 
Toronto 
Baltimore

1 Your Mamma Don’t Dance— 
Loggins & Messina

2 Crocodile Rock—Elton John
3 Lucky Man—Emerson, Lake & 

Palmer
4 More Hot Rocks—Rolling Stones 

(London)
5 Best of the Byrds, Vol. 2
6 Artificial Paradise—Guess Who
7 Stealers Wheel—Stealers Wheel
8 The World is a Ghetto—War
9 You're So Vain—Carly Simon

10 Sitting—Cat Stevens
11 Living in the Past—Jethro Tull

12 Pieces of April—Three Dog Night
13 White Elephant—White Elephant
14 Whiter Shade of Pale—Procol

Harum
15 I Can’t Move No Mountains—

Blood, Sweat & Tears
16 Gypsy—Van Morrison
17 Eight Days on the Road—

Albert Collins
18 Lord of the Rings—Bo Hansson
19 Do You Believe—Melanie
20 Sweet Lorraine—Uriah Heep
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Broadway Boots
Alice Mott: The young dudes admit they took 

some tips from Farner.

Mott The Hoople: 
Bowie's Buddies Grew 
Up On Grand Funk!

Alice ( .
greenbacks nearly made him drop his 
beer.

new york
by Janis Schacht

Island,” • 
explained 4

• A few months back a disdainful 
Rolls Royce executive sneered that the 
new fad of putting Rolls grills on 
humble Volkswagens was “like put
ting a giant’s nose on a dwarf.” 
Giant’s nose or not, the plucky Rasp
berries were determined to have a 
Rollkswagen of their own. They hired 
George Barris, designer of the Bat- 
mobile and Munsterkoach, to graft a 
silver snout onto a beatle body, fit 
the interior with a quadrasonic sound 
system, and get the whole thing ready 
for the road. Anyone wanna buy a 
railroad car redesigned to look like a 
Lear jet ? 56

Alice Cooper’s management had al- 
Ijready laid out over $45,000 for props, 

costumes, consultants, and a Times 
Square billboard in anticination of 
the highly-touted Alice On Broadway, 
when suddenly the whole plan to bring 
Cooper rock-shock to the Great White 
Way collansed with a mighty roar. 
Owners of the Broadway Theater, re
portedly frightened by the prospect 
of having hordes of raving rockers 
tearing their quiet theater to bits, de
cided to move an undated Shakespear
ean play into the house and move 
Alice out. Now it looks as if Alice 
On Broadway may first see the light 
of day at Madison Square Garden this 
June.

But the $45,000 loss caused by the 
Broadway breakdown looked pint
sized by comparison with the money 
that had been used a few weeks ear
lier to photograph the cover for the 
new Cooner album—Billion Dollar 
Babies. Half a dozen suitcases stuffed 
with a million dollars in small and 
large bills were flown from America 
to London accompanied bv two armed 
guards. The cash was driven to the 
house of the photographer David Bail
ey. tossed in lavish heaps around the 
white bed where the members of the 
groun were posing, then gathered up 
when the shooting was over and shin
ped back to the States. As Alice com
mented when the loot was first being 

Cooper: Six suitcases loaded with un]oaded from the luggage. “If I fell
■ ** off all that money, I’d break my

_ neck.” ______

Rhode 
Watts

„ .  bed in the City •
Squire Hotel, “someone threw a bottle 4 
at us, so we had to go down and sort • 
them out, we had to smack this bloke.” 4 
Mick Ralphs continued, “It was aimed • 
for me, but it hit the guitar. We had J 
to stick up for our rights.” •

What about the group image? Is J 
it changing to move with the times? , 
“We started off like tough guys be- J 
cause we couldn’t afford any more,” 
Mick Ralphs explains (he’s now dress- j 
ed in jeans and a blue denim shirt) 
“then we wanted to look outrageous, j 
so we wore good jackets and boots and 5 
shiny things. I wore a girl’s dress two j 
years ago, a lurex silver dress, and * 
then suddenly lurex was in. I don’t j 
know what you could call what we * 
wear now . . . just tasteful. Taste- 
fully camp.” 5

Buffin, Mott’s drummer goes on to • 
mention group sound: “Uriah Heep 
have refused to play with us because • 
they say we’ve copped their act . . . ^ 
only we’ve never seen them play. We • 
nicked it off Grand Funk a long time 
ago!” Buffin (who’s also dressed quite • 
conservatively) continues, “A lot of 4 
bands have copped a lot from us, our • 
previous manager Guy Stevens was J 
the one who told Marc Bolan to rock . 
and roll when Bolan was saying ‘what 
can I do now after sitting cross-legged 
on the floor foi- three years?’”

had many a 
state of their lives.

“In Providence, 
Overend (Peter) 
lounging across a

Mott The Hoople stopped off for a \ 
weekend in New York during their j 
recent tour. It was the weekend Bowie ® 
was in the recording studios, but he j 
was just a phone voice to the boys . . . \ 
he was busily working on his next LP • 
in RCA’s studios. But Mott the Hoople 

word to say about the •
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television inter-

A
Mid-winter in New York brought a 

frigid word to the lips of various 
English bands. The word: “rip-off.” 
Thievery in New' York’s hotels is al
ways rather high, but it seems that 
the parking garages are forming their 
own little syndicate. The night of the 
opening of the new Village East The
ater (formerly the Fillmore East) 
British group Trapeze were planning 
on going down to the theater for a

n__ • For years they talked about their
fans as Brothers and Sisters. Now 
they’ve actually done something to 
help ’em out. Grand Funk Railroad 
contributed the greenbacks from two 
concerts, including the Madison 
Square Garden date that was seen 
last month on ABC television, to 
Phoenix House, the New York City 
drug addiction center. Early reports 
said that the contribution of the two 
nights’ proceeds could amount to near- 
ly $50,000. Declared Mark Farner, 
“For a long time Grand Funk Rail- 
road has taken a public stand against 

p, Kj hard drugs, and we decided to do 
something that would demonstrate our 
feelings.”

• Brut, the maker of men’s per- 
fumes, has started its own record 
company: Brut Productions. If the 
records smell, at least the odor will 
be fragrant.

The Allman Brothers Band have 
decided not to call their next album 
Lightnin’ Rod—for reasons that are 
nothing less than tragic. Death’s dark 
lightning struck the band for the first 
time with Duane’s death a little over 
a year ago. Then, just as the band was 
flying triumphantly in the face of ad
versity with a new LP half finished, 
a new member—Chuck Leavell—join
ing as pianist, its first television ap
pearance under its belt, and plans for 
a half dozen dates with the Grateful 
Dead, the ominous signs began to 
appear that lightning was about to 
strike again. One Thursday afternoon 
an Allman roadie had stopped his 
cycle for a light when a car rammed 
him from behind; a second roadie was 
otit riding when a hunter’s bullet 
crumpled his horse out from under 
him; and a third smashed his collar 
bone. But the real tragedy did not 
hit until two days later, when bassist 
Berry Oakley was riding his cycle 
up Macon, Georgia’s Napier Avenue

Tranquility: Thieves sawed the bars off 
their truck, emptied it, then welded the 
bars back in place.

sound-check and a 
view. When their roadies went to get 
the truck out of the garage, someone 
had beaten them to it. Trapeze, who 
record for The Moody Blues label 
(Threshold Records), went on bravely 
with rented equipment, which pro
ceeded to fall apart in their hands 
onstage. Despite all their problems, 
the band received a standing ovation 
. . . unfortunately it didn’t convince 
the group that New York was a nice 
place to visit.

Another group which has suffered 
the slings and arrows of New York’s 
thieves is Tranquility. On the band’s 
first tour of America their manager’s 
house in England was robbed, so the 
band had to forgo the end of their 
tour and rush home. This time, half
way through a ten-week tour, their 
truck was opened and robbed in 
Greenwich Village of almost $34,000 
worth of gear, including a mellotron! 
Tranquility, incidentally are destined 
to be monsters; their new LP Silver 
(Epic) is as slick and impressive as 
they are.

Lennon Benefit Nets
A Quarter Million
• Did the John Lennon, Yoko Ono 
benefit concert seen two months ago 
on ABC television actually succeed in 
its goal of raising money for the men
tally retarded? Indeed, it did. At a 
New York City Hall press conference 
attended by notables like Mayor John 
Lindsay and author Kurt Vonnegut, 
Jr., John and Yoko presented the pro
ceeds to representatives from four 
groups working for retarded children. 
The size of their gift: one-quarter of 
a million dollars.

The Allman Brothers Band: Back on the 
road despite the second tragedy In less 
than a year and a half.

The Allmans Recover From Death
a mere three blocks from the site of 
Duane’s fatal motorcycle crack-up and 
suddenly found himself on a collision 
course with a truck. Berry swerved, 
but it was too late. When he picked 
himself up and got back on his cycle, 
he thought the worst consequence of 
the accident was his cracked helmet. 
But later that night, Berry began to 
undergo convulsions. His frantic 
friends drove him to the Central 
Georgia hospital to be checked out. 
An hour later, he was dead.

In less than a month, the Allmans 
had begun to recover in the only way 
they knew ... by playing music. 
They replaced Berry with drummer 
Jai Johanny Johanson’s friend Lamar 
Williams. They went back out on the 
road again, and began to replan their 
dates with the Dead. And they went 
back to work on their new LP. But 
they did not go back to the LP’s title 
of Lightnin’ Rod. It had begun to 
look too much like a bad joke.
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Bolan's Boogie Bops 
Onto The Screen

McCartney Rouses 
The Wrath Of The BBC

M M Im
A limousine rolls slowly toward the 

camera with its engine off, a mouse
like chauffeur at the wheel and a 
cork-screw, mop-top hopper sitting 
grandly in the back seat. Twenty min
utes later, after a plethora of concert 
scenes in which the curly-headed pas
senger takes to the stage and per
forms a dozen of his English hits to 
scores of screaming, fainting nymph- 
ettes, the mop-topped lad and his pe
culiar driver are suddenly found gorg
ing themselves at a mad-hatterish 
tea party. The film is the long-awaited 
Born To Boogie, the ringlet-crowned 
hero is Marc Bolan, and his fuzzy 
rodent companion is Ringo Starr, the 
director of the flick—which finally 
debuted at London’s Oscar I Cinema 
a few weeks back. The critics’ conclu
sion? The music rocks, the presenta
tion of one night in the life of a band 
is fine, but somebody forgot to write 
a plot.

For weeks the members of Humble 
Pie could be seen straggling one by 
one up the drive of Steve Marriott’s 
Tudor house to the 15th Century barn 
in which Steve had installed a small 
studio three years back. And as the 
sun set, un-Pie-like Country & West
ern strains could be heard filtering 
into the garage below. But when the 
resulting four-sided LP (two sides 
are live) was finished and the group 
went out on tour, the new sound was 
not their only surprise. Without no
tice, they had added three girl singers 
and a horn player. Asked one puzzled 
executive of their management com
pany, “How do you put eight people 
on the road when you’ve only reserved 
hotel rooms for four?”

Paul McCartney: Paul claimed the song 
was "a nice, easy rocker.” But the BBC 
didn’t agree. '

Marc Bolan: Maybe Marc’s upcoming LP 
will make up for the flaws in Ringo's film.

/Ance upon a time, the Beatles were 
known as a group so thoroughly 

unoffensive that everyone from motor
cycle gangs to grandmothers could 
love their music. But in the last 
twelve months one ex-Beatle, Paul 
McCartney, has changed all that. 
First he offended the higher ups at 
Britain’s BBC Radio by coming out 
with his politically controversial “Give 
Ireland Back To The Irish.” The BBC 
responded by banning the song from 
the airwaves. Then McCartney retali
ated by recording the highly uncon- 
troversial “Mary Had A Little Lamb,” 
which promptly offended all of his 
fans, who expected more originality 
from him. Now he has done it again. 
His new single, “Hi, Hi, Hi,” raised 
a mighty howl from the BBC and was 
swiftly banished from British radio
land. Said one BBC official, “We 
thought the record unfit for public 
broadcasting because of the lyric. Part 
of it goes, ‘I want to lie on the bed 
and get you ready foi' my body gun 
and do it, do it, do it to you’.” When 
told the next afternoon that the BBC 
had banned the song, McCartney 
merely shrugged and kept mum.
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The Moodies'
Mighty Burden

are

Cook Up An

Clapton 
and Townshend

■

• Heigh ho, Uriah, up, up, and away. 
The mighty Heep are soaring demon
ically across the stages of England 
and Germany at this very moment, 
recording their first live LP. Expect 
to see it in April or May.

• In America, the owners of those 
enormous sports palaces called Coli
seums welcome rock groups with open 
arms. But in England, it’s different. 
After allowing a string of Sunday 
rock concerts, the management of 
London’s Coliseum suddenly slanped 
a ban on all further rock events. When 
a shocked reporter asked a manage
ment spokesman the reason for the 
ban, he was answered with a curt, 
“We have nothing to say on the 
matter.”

Eric Clapton: Overdubbing mysterious vo
cals in his Surrey home.

Led Zeppelin: First the papers said they 
had lost their popularity. Then their en
tire tour sold out in four hours.

Led Zep
Zaps Its Critics

Old LP
For several months Peter Town

shend has been spending many of his 
days, and some of his nights as well, 
at Eric Clapton’s Surrev estate work
ing on a project shrouded in mystery. 
Now unconfirmed reports from Lon
don say that the mystery project is 
the mixing of a studio album Eric 
began with Stevie Winwood and Jim 
Keltner when the Dominos were 
breaking un. If the reports are true, 
this album could be the most intrigu
ing piece of old Clapton material to 
emerge yet.

After two years of living in the 
same house, so to speak, but seldom 
even talking to each other, two feud
ing parties have finally fallen in love 
—Led Zeppelin and the English press. 
Ever since 1970, Page, Plant and Bon
ham have snubbed the British rock 
press, and the British papers have 
answered in kind by ignoring Led 
Zep. Then suddenly, the boys from 
the electric air machine began to in
vite the gentlemen from the tabloids 
up for a chat at the group’s office in 
order to discuss the new Led LP, their 
upcoming British tour that had al
ready sold out in four hours, and life 
in general. But reporters were still a 
bit cool. “I must admit to being one 
of the journalists who privately, not 
publically, were unimpressed by Zep
pelin in their embryonic days,” ad
mitted writer Keith Altham after a 
long rap session with Jimmy Page. 
But a week and a half later, when 
Zeppelin set foot on the stage of New
castle’s City Hall, the minds of the 
doubters were changed for good. After 
a sizzling two and a half hours of 
ball-busting, gut-grinding music fol
lowed by two encores and eight min
utes of feverish stomping and shout
ing for more, one reporter scribbled 
ecstatically that “Zeppelin are the 
most exciting, most hard-hitting, 
horniest hell-raisers sideways of the 
Stones.” Said Robert Plant, towelling 
the sweat off his chest in the dressing 
room, “We’ve got some nice things 
going, but just wait until we’ve been 
on the road for a week.”

are about

Things have changed radically for 
the Moody Blues since the days when 
they first toured America and were 
given three dollars a day spending 
money, then warned not to use room 
service or else. When the box office 
receipts were finally counted up from 
their astonishingly successful fall 
tour of the States, the total came to 
well over a million dollars. And the 
money raked in from their upcoming 
eight-date tour of the Midwest in late 
March and early April is likely to be 
equally impressive. But there 
drawbacks to making it super big, 
especially if your songs 
peace and love. Says the Moody’s elf
like drummer Graeme Edge, “Some 
people (in the States) get the idea 
we can walk on water. We had one 
guy turn up in Papal robes . . . but 
he wanted to be blessed.”
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Midler Flaunts
Her Breast-Power

Bette Midler: The lady claims her fans 
come to see what’s on her chest.

Jagger's 
Juggernaut Hits
A Rocky Road

Z | he Rolling Stones, who just start- 
JL ed a major tour bf the far East, 

managed to do the impossible, they 
sold out 55,000 seats in Japan in less 
than five hours. That’s the record for 
Japan. When the Beatles played to the 
same amount of people, it took them 
three weeks to sell the seats.

But back in France the gendarmes 
were welcoming the Stones with less 
enthusiasm. Keith Richards and his 
girl friend, actress Anita Pallenberg, 
were being sought in connection 
with an eighteen-month-old narcotics 
charge. Meanwhile, less dramatic legal 
hassles have held up the completion 
of The Stones With Stevie Wonder 
Live, the LP Jagger and the boys had 
hoped to wring from the tapes of last 
summer’s history-making U.S. tour. 
But have no fear: there will be a new 
Stones LP before this year is over. 
Before hopping off to the Orient, Mick 
flew from his Irish home down to 
Jamaica with a fresh set of songs he’d 
written while on tour in America and 
while resting in the land of the sham
rocks. And in three weeks of nothing 
but work and sleep, the Stones laid 
down the basic tracks for a master
work that could emerge as early as 
May or June.

The Rolling Stones: Triumph In Japan, 
trouble in France, and a new LP in 
Jamaica.

• The Osmond Brothers, who left 
London to the accompaniment of 5,000 
screaming fans, were greeted at Los 
Angeles International by only 2,000 
screaming fans. Could they be losing 
their grip in America?

• Jane Fonda has announced that she 
will marry Tom Hayden, the founder 
of SDS (Students for a Democratic 
Society) way back in the 60’s and one 
of the Chicago Seven. Ms. Fonda is 
currently in Norway making a film of 
Henrik Ibsen’s A Doll’s House, a play 
many people consider to be one of the 
first women’s liberation statements. 
Ms. Fonda is also writing a book 
about her path from Hollywood to 
Paris to the frontlines of politics.

In a year when everyone from Iggy 
Pop (formerly of Iggy and the 
Stooges) to Gary Glitter is wriggling 
into the steamy realm of trans-sexual 
rock, Bette Midler took advantage of 
her Troubador debut to prove, in the 
words of one reviewer, that women 
could impersonate female impersona
tors better than men.

The Divine Miss M was totally in
credible. She came out onstage clothed 
from head to foot in a silver dress 
straight out of the 40’s with roses 
across her breasts. She sang her 
single “Friends,” arms flapping 
through the air. When she finished 
the number, she stepped out of the 
dress and paraded about in her black 
satin toreador pants and a sequined 
corset straight out of Gone with the 
Wind. Ms. Midler’s voluptuous mam
maries .were under cover by about 
one lucky inch, proving that some
thing must have been taped some
where. But then, that’s only fitting: 
Ms. Midler claims that at least half 
her audience is there to see her 
“shake her tits.”

• Helen Reddy gave birth to a boy 
and named him Jordan. She already 
has a ten-year-old daughter, Traci 
and a gold record for her single “I Am 
Woman,” which the powers that be 
at Capitol Records credit with putting 
their company back on the map. They 
haven’t had a number-one-selling 
single in many, many years.
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Sly Stone And 
Bee Gees Stumble

Sly Stone: While Sly was singing, the fuzz 
were rounding up the kids.

• Down at New York’s Record Plant 
studios, Roy Buchanan, this year’s 
most understated answer to the word 
“superstar,” is finishing his second 
album for Polydor Records. It’s re
ported that all sorts of impressive 
back-up musicians are being flown in 
from Nashville and Montreal for the 
sessions.

• Some people run to the record play
er and bury their head between the 
speakers in order to escape the ubi
quitous effluvia of television. But tel
evision recently has been bidding to 
invade even the turntable’s holy sanc
tuary. First there were LP’s derived 
from Sesame Street and The Electric 
Company. And now there’s The Age 
of Television, a disk commemorating 
TV’s 25th year, and loaded with every
thing from the comedy of Milton 
Berle to the tragedy of Lee Harvey 
Oswald’s assassination. Is there noth
ing sacred anymore?

Joni Mitchell was seen dancing on 
the stage of the UCLA Poli Pavillion 
during an Eagles set. David Geffen, 
Joni’s manager—who put the Byrds 
back together and also put together 
Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young—may 
now be looking to do the same thing 
with the old Buffalo Springfield. 
Everyone is keeping quiet for the 
moment, but isn’t it true that Poco 
will soon join Geffen’s Asylum Rec
ords ? And doesn’t that mean that 
only a few “Buffalo’s” are outside the 
Asylum stable? Wait and see is all 
we can do.

a Los Angeles ruling that no live 
music can be played after two, his 
performance was severely curbed. Sly, 
pissed beyond belief due to the delay, 
was in a less than sensational mood 
for performing. But the promoters 
allowed him to stay onstage until 
2:30 before calling a halt to his lack
luster performance.

Poor planning permeated the event. 
During the Bee Gee’s set, Yoko Ono 
called from New York to explain why 
she and John couldn’t be there in per
son and to give their support to Free 
Clinics. Instead of taping the phone 
conversation and playing it to the con
cert audience during a break, concert 
organizers piped it in loud just as the 
Bee Gees were in the middle of a song.

But the real trauma was the drug 
arrests. Los Angeles police figured 
that after the defeat of Proposition 
18 (which would have legalized mari
juana) the people of L.A. were ready 
and eager to stop drug usage. Previ
ously one of the safest places to 
smoke dope was at a rock concert; 
but no more. At the Coliseum a deten
tion center and 500 cops were ready 
and waiting for kids. By the next 
morning, 400 people had been arrested 
and newsmen were calling the concert 
the biggest debacle since Altamont.

$

Hr

Last year Ringo Starr swaggered 
with jingling spurs and dangling six- 
gun through his first Western, Blind
man. This year it’s Bob Dylan’s turn. 
Dylan flew down to Durango, Mexico, 
500 miles north of Mexico City, to 
watch his friend Kris Kristofferson 
tangle with the law in the upcoming 
flick of Pat Garrett and Billy The Kid. 
The sun may have beaten mercilessly 
on the desert flatlands and the whine 
of ricochetting bullets may have set 
his ears ringing, but Dylan was bitten 
by the film bug. Within weeks, he had 
flown back to the States, talked to the 
movie’s writer, and wangled himself 
the role of Billy The Kid’s sidekick.

Dylan Dives Into 
Cowboy Flick

What was to have been the most 
spectacular rock concert staged in Los 
Angeles disintegrated into a night
mare as police arrested hundreds for 
possession of marijuana. The air was 
bitter cold when 32,000 stalwart music 
fans poured into the cavernous L.A. 
Coliseum, an enormous sports stadium 
that holds well over 100,000. The con
cert was the idea of rock station 
KROQ, new to Los Angeles and eager 
to prove itself. The masterplan was 
to raise an enormous sum of money 
for the United Free Clinics of South
ern California by presenting an over
whelming phalanx of superstars.

Unfortunately, the concert was 
sorely lacking in superstardom. Chuck 
Berry did his best to get the audience 
moving but failed through no fault 
of his own. Stevie Wonder did suc
ceed in creating a stir, but the two- 
and-a-half-hour delay before the con
cert began had dulled many senses. 
The headliner was Sly Stone, flying 
in from his dubious triumph at Madi
son Square Garden, with KROQ DJ’s 
telling everyone over the air that ole 
Sly was going to top his best for the 
Free Clinics.

Because of the delay. Sly didn’t go 
on until two A.M.. and since there’s
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James Taylor: Before NO SECRETS was 
recorded, he hadn't even listened to any 
of her music.

Photos by Peter Simon

The Saga of "You're So Vain" — Carly, 
Mick, James And The Boys

no one

When Mick Jagger swaggered into Air Studios to warble with Carly late 
one October eve, he had no idea that one

could have foreseen the amazing suc
cess of No Secrets. A mere three 
weeks after the LP’s release, her man
ager’s secretary gleefully phoned Car
ly at her New York apartment to 
triumphantly announce that No Se
crets had just turned gold. A scant 
two weeks later, both the album and 
the hit single, “You’re So Vain,” had 
jumped right into the number one 
position on the Cashbox chart—by
passing such top female vocalists as 
Joni, Rita Coolidge, Streisand, and 
even Carole King—establishing Carly 
as the female vocalist, all in one short 
five-week period.

When Carly traipsed into the tiny 
Trident Studios in London back on 
September 10, 1972, to begin record
ing No Secrets, she had no idea of 
the miraculous success that would 
pursue the release of the LP in mid
winter. “She had almost achieved suc
cess in spite of herself," said her close 
friend and manager, Arlyne Rothberg, 
looking back over Carly’s past years. 
Scared stiff of live performances be
fore strange audiences, Carly had re
signed herself to one brief appearance 
at Los Angeles’ Troubador back in 
April, 1972, and had limited her live 
appearances to only a few private 
parties to raise funds for McGovern 
during the summer. Most of her time 
had been spent commuting between 
James’ Cape Cod hideaway and her

song could set the whole world humming — and guessing — along.
T Ter awards line one wall of man- 
J. JL ager Arlyne Rothberg’s plush 
New York suite: the famed Grammy 
Award for Best New Artist of 1971; 
the American Society of Composers, 
Authors, and Publishers Award for 
her first major hit single, “That’s The 
Way I Always Heard It Should Be;” 
and yet another ASCAP trophy for 
her follow-up smash, “Anticipation.” 
By 1971, Carly had already enjoyed 
the distinction of being dubbed “the 
most promising female composer since 
Joni Mitchell and Carole King” by 
disc jockeys and music critics through
out the country. But even as Arlyne 
Rothberg cleared the wall for Carly’s 
next trophy, imminent signs warned 
that Carly was well on her way toward 
surpassing fellow composer Mitchell, 
and toppling the three-year reign of 
Carole King—all with the release of 
one new LP.

Her first release back in 1971, Carly 
Simon, had spent twenty-five weeks 
on the charts without attaining a top 
position. With the release of her sec
ond LP, Anticipation, in November of 
that same year, the tides slowly began 
to shift in her favor. After fifteen 
weeks on the charts, the LP peaked 
at number thirty, and the first single 
release from the album, “Anticipa
tion,” made it up to the number thir
teen spot on the Top 100.

Launching a rocket: But 
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keep him away from death.”

Carly Simon 
Quackenbush Music Ltd. ASCAP ’72

Then one night Daddy died and 
went to heaven

And God came down to earth 
and slipped away

I pretended not to know I’d been 
abandoned

But no one sang the night into 
the day . . .

“I think that was the first time 
Carly realized her talent as a writer,” 
said Arlyne, after the memorable 
phone call. And her proficiency ex
panded that spring as her relationship 
with James grew. It was shortly after 
“Embrace Me” that she penned 
“Loving You Is The Right Thing To 
Do“ on an Air New England flight 
down from the Cape. “She had her 
little tape recorder with her,” Arlyne 
recalls, “and by the time the plane

own New York apartment suite, de
veloping songs for her forthcoming 
LP and a working relationship with 
James that would culminate in their 
surprise wedding back in November.

New tunes in the works: The new 
numbers, claims her brother, Peter, 
had been idling in her head since the 
spring. “Embrace Me, You Child,” 
Carly's most personal song, was writ
ten back in March; and when Carly 
phoned from the Vineyard to sing it 
to Arlyne, the vibrant manager claims 
she was moved almost to tears by the 
personal lyrics.

Carly revealed, “One night I was 
curled up in bed with this new book 
of pages that were unwritten on, and 
I had a pencil, and I just decided to 
write and see what came into my 
head, or see what came out on paper. 
The first line I wrote was about hear
ing God whisper lullabies.”

By the end of the second verse. 
Carly realized the autobiographical

nature of her new tune. “I had Daddy 
(her late father, the founder of Simon 
and Schuster Publishing Company) 
confused with the Devil, and I had 
some things that I really didn’t under
stand myself. . . . That song wasn’t 
planned at all. It was as if I had 
somebody sitting there writing for me 
and they were dictating it to me and 
I was writing it down.”

Carly’s magic spell: In the song, 
she spoke movingly of the anger she 
felt at the death of her father. “I felt 
abandoned, and I was angry at the 
thought of being abandoned by him,” 
she explained. “At the same time as 
I was abandoned by Daddy, I was 
abandoned by God, because losing my 
father also meant losing my faith in 
God, who I had prayed to every 
night. . . . From the time that he (her 
father) had his first heart attack to 
the time that he died, I used to knock 
on wood five hundred times every 
night thinking my magic was gonna

tom right: Sister Lucy, Mrs. Simon, 
Lucy's husband.

Carly and James: The honeymooners 
posed with the Simon family outside 
their New York apartment on Thanksgiv
ing Eve. Top right: Carly, James Taylor,
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There’s nothing you can do to 
turn me away

Nothing anyone can say
You’re with me now and as long 

as you stay
Loving yon’s the right thing 

to do . . .
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necessarily against anybody who's put 
down my music or wanted me to be 
subservient to them. It’s at a certain 
type of man ... a man who’s more 
concerned with his image than with 
the relationship.”

With a portfolio of tunes tucked 
under her arm, Carly, Jimmy Ryan 
(her guitarist), Andy Newmark (her 
drummer), and Arlyne boarded the 
plane for London one Saturday in 
September. ‘‘The time pressures on 
Carly were incredible,” says Arlyne. 
"She had two months to finish the 
album so it could be out for the 
Christmas rush . . . and she was work
ing with a producer who she had 
never worked with before.”

Discouraging session: The first ses
sion at Trident Studios began the very 
day after Carly had arrived . . . and 
it proved very discouraging. Carly, 
Jimmy and Andy were pooped from 
the flight over, the resulting time 
change, and the pressure . . . and 
nothing seemed to work right. When 
Carly returned to the comfy Porto-

'he JS*
Jhs to Savannah are 
o’s the mystery man 

lims it’s about several 
i her single days, her 
she had one special 

It's not about James,” 
though he did have 
experience of flying 
:a.” The most likely 
to be Mick Jagger, 

rly denies it’s about 
se friend reveals that 
er her ass for a long 
have left Bianca if 

aged him.” Says an- 
Jagger spent three 
her hotel room dur

recording sessions— 
v weren't humming 
1 ’ Jagger denies it’s 
the accusing finger 
sry nch actor who’s 
line.” Who’s the real 
iriy’s mum. but her 
the target of Carly’s

the examples were really taken from 
my imagination. James had the un
fortunate experience of taking a jet 
up to Nova Scotia after I’d written 
the song, but he was saved by the fact 
that it wasn’t a Lear. I don’t know 
anyone who went to Saratoga, and I 
don’t know anybody who went to 
photograph the total eclipse of the

landed in New York, she had devel
oped most of the structure for the 
tune.” Aptly dubbed, “her first love 
song,” and “a song for James,” Carly 
spoke optimistically of her new-found 
dependency upon the lanky male 
crooner:

Last live appearance: April saw 
Carly commuting between New York, 
Los Angeles and the Vineyard, writing 
“No Secrets” up at the Cape, then 
flying off to her last live appearance 
at the Troubador in Los Angeles.

It was in the early summer, how
ever, that Carly got down to the seri
ous work of picking a producer for 
her now-workable LP. Elektra Rec
ords had voted for Richard Perry, 
and in June she flew off to Los An
geles to play several of the new tunes 
for him. One of those new numbers 
was “You’re So Vain,” and as Carly 
tucked her long legs under a piano’s 
keyboard and crooned the chorus, 
Richard was ecstatic. Carly later ex
plained “Vain’s” inspiration: “After I 
finished Anticipation, I was tired of 
the whole self-pitying thing that was 
going on in many of my songs. The 
whole album was about things that 
never quite happened, things that did 
not turn out the way I wanted them 
to. I wanted to wipe out all the melan
cholia, and come up with something 
more positive, more interesting, sub
jects that hadn’t been delved into. 
‘You're So Vain’ was originally called 
‘Bless You, Ben,’ and it was about an 
imaginary man named Ben who came 
into my life. ‘Thank you for coming 
into my life when I was mournful up 
in my loft, watering my plants.’ And 
it was a morose subject that I didn’t 
want to have anything to do with. So 
I scrapped those lyrics but kept most 
of the melody. I had one line that had 
been in my notebook for a long time, 
which was, ‘You’re So Vain, you 
probably think this song is about you,’ 
and I used that.”

Revenge motive: Rewritten, the 
tune’s title changed to “Ballad of a 
Vain Man,” and then to its final mon
icker. But the theme, stayed the same. 
“I would say that it’s the first bitter 
song I’ve ever written.”

Carly admits that she had been in
volved with men in her past who 
could not or refused to cope with her 
career aspirations. “They put me 
down for it,” she says. “So the song 
is really a little about anyone who 
suspects it may be about them. But

MUSIC 
bello Hotel that night, a heavy air 
hung over the two-room apartment 
suite. Even Andy and Jimmy, several 
blocks away in their rented apartment, 
could sense the frustration.

Although things rapidly improved 
with the following sessions, Carly’s 
fantastic adaptability was sorely tried. 
“There were problems in the begin
ning,” noted one observer. “Carly 
was unhappy with some of Perry’s 
over-use of orchestration, and she felt 
it hurt the simplicity of some of her 
tunes.” Carly herself admits that dur
ing the beginning, “I doubted myself 
an awful lot.” Frequent lovesick calls 
to James in Cape Cod left her lonely 
and confused. “James had such a 
different musical sensibility from 
Richard that often I felt caught be
tween the tastes. I would come away 
from a phone call with James feeling 
that I wasn't holding back enough in 
my music.”

Carly gets rolling: But during her 
third week of recording, James flew 
over from America, and his one-week 
visit sent her spirits soaring. The two 
spent most of their time alone in Car
ly’s suite or just sightseeing and sampl
ing Soho pubs. It was after James 
returned to New York to begin work 
on his own LP that the sessions really 
got rolling. Carly switched over to Air 
Studios to begin overdubbing the vo
cals. Remembers Arlyne, “One day 
I got a call from the receptionist to 
say that the Rolling Stone office was 
on the phone. I thought she meant 
Rolling Stone magazine, but when I 
picked up the phone, Mick Jagger was 
on the line. I was amazed!”

Jagger, an old friend of Carly’s, 
had heard from session bassist Klaus 
Voorman that Carly was recording. 
“I didn’t happen to have seen him in 
London yet,” remembers Carly. “I 
was right in the middle of overdub
bing the vocals to ‘You’re So Vain.’ 
I said, ‘Mick, you want to come over 
and sing vocals on this song?’ And he 
came right up.”

Jagger's rock lesson: It was about 
eight o’clock in the evening when 
Jagger swaggered into the studio, re
splendency well-tailored in tweed 
slacks, a collared shirt over which he 
wore a crewneck white patterned pull
over, and a sharp single-breasted 
trench coat. “He was terribly at 
ease, very relaxed and calm,” said 
Arlyne. “Not at all as I had pictured 
him. He was very fair with that great 
English ruddy complexion. And he 
came by almost every night that I was 
there (over a week), even when he 
wasn’t dubbing ‘Vain.’ ” On some 
nights he would quietly watch the 
recording: during others, he spent 
time teaching Carly basic rock ’n roll 
licks. “He told me that I really was a 
rock ’n roll singer,” recalls Carly,
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Carly and James honeymooned 
before their wedding at Oahu, Hawaii’s 
Knrider Hotel last March. Later. Carly 
would write, "You were lying In the sun/ 
Wanting and needing no one" for "We

”* Have No Secrets."
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after arriving home, she dashed out 
to the Coast with James for the LP’s 
final mixing (that’s where James dub
bed in his “She’s no virgin” line). 
“She finished the LP literally days be
fore it went to pressing,” recalls Ar- 
lyne. “It was a tremendous rush job.”

Two years ago, Carly Simon could 
have walked down the streets of any 
American city unrecognized (except 
for a leering glance at those lovely 
legs). This month, things are radically 
different. The amazingly rapid success 
of No Secrets has propelled Carly 
into the role of superstar—right be
side her husband and the long line of 
fellow musicians who aided her re
cording sessions. By this time next 
month, she’ll be lucky if she can step 
onto a public sidewalk anywhere in 
the English-speaking world without 
attracting a raving mob of supporters. 
And even when she accompanied 
James on his January tour of Japan, 
it was probable that thousands of 
oriental fans left the concert hall hum
ming “You’re So Vain” ... in Jap
anese.

just sitting around to be there. Paul 
said, ‘Can I sing on the vocals, too?’ 
So it first started out with Bonnie and 
Doris and myself, and Paul and Lin
da, and Jimmy Ryan and a few others 
doing backup vocals, like eight of us. 
It was completely crazy because it 
was, like, too many cooks, and every
one wanted a part and everything, so 
I decided if I bowed out of doing the 
backups it might be easier. The re
sult was fantastic. Everyone was 
grooving. It was the highest night I 
ever spent in a studio anywhere. The 
vibes were so high . . .”

When Carly finally staggered back 
to the hotel after the spontaneous 
superstar jam, the sun was coming up 
through the wide French doors that 
opened onto her garden. Exhausted 
but exhilarated, she settled down to 
catch a few winks before rising early 
the next morning to return to the 
studio for the final touches. It was 
there that she would frantically pen, 
“Wait So Long” just under the studio 
deadline, then race to the airport at 
two P.M. to catch her plane back to 
New York. And a scant, two days

“and not just a folk singer, and I 
shouldn’t be afraid to admit it. Yet 
it never feels natural to me.”

Superstar session: Carly attempted 
to try out Jagger’s advice on one of 
James’ tunes, “Night Owl,” and, con
trary to her own opinion, she handled 
the rock riff with all the flash and 
style of a husky-throated, born pop 
crooner. That tune led to “one of the 
most exciting sessions we had ever 
seen.” The basic tracks for “Night 
Owl” had already been laid down at 
Trident. One night, Mick brought 
horn player Bobby Keyes down with 
him to Air Studios to hear the vocal 
session, and Bobby jumped right into 
the thick of things with an incredibly 
moving saxophone solo. “It was about 
one or two in the morning, and we 
had been having a big discussion 
about the vocal backups for the song. 
Paul and Linda McCartney had come 
by from their own recording session, 
and Doris Troy and Bonnie Bramlett 
were there, too, for the vocal backups. 
Nicky Hopkins was on piano, and Jim 
Keltner on drums. Klaus Voorman, 
Paul Buckmaster, Mick—they were
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Triumphs:
The Tale Of

The Newest
'Tommy'

lOCk 
jeans.
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and Townshend

I) od Slewart whizzed past the Lojj* - 
Lx don Symphony Orchestra, past 

the London Symphony Chambre “b 
Choir, past Roger Dal try. past Ronnie 
Wood, lie dashed to the front of the 
stage in his striped, silver-bkie-red- 
gold lame Elton John-style suit and 
red shoes. He whirled around the pin
ball bumper in his usual shuttle-slide 

but. perhaps blinded by the Hashing 
lights, slid too far. His right fool slip
ped oil the stage, and it looked for a 
second like Rod was going to fall.

Somehow (or was it all a goof?) 
he managed to regain his fooling and 
break the tall. Then, as the Local Lad. 
Rod broke into a rousing "Pinball 
Wizard" ami the crowd was al his 
led rather than vice-versa. And 
what a crowd! I Tic Clapton, ('at 
Stevens. Harry Nilsson, most of the 
laces, thrcc-louiths of 'lice Cooper. 
Mate Bolan. Donovan, ( ail Palmer, 
(iieg J akc D.i\c Mason ami Princess 
\nne( ! > It* name only a lew.

That pubic touch: I he cclehiitv 
tilled audience was watching the new 
I album (on Ode records)
come to lile onstage the Hash and- 
blood incarnation ol one of the most 
stai studded. staggei inglv elaborate 
I P’s cvci to emerge Hom the belly ol

I he W ho’s Roger Daltry. in 
I shirt and knee length cardi-

Rod Stewart: "Everybody else cooperated 
beautifully, but Rod just kept screwing 
around.” raged one observer.

'W

I I
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Peter Townshend: 
ducer Lou Reizner 
idea for an all-star 
Townshend was o
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an^Tving^sTarr into the opulent 
confines of a single rock opera?

Only a man named
Lou Reizner knows for sure.
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‘■‘Sellers: On the*. Rainbow stage in 
London^ Sellers tljrew himself with gusto 
into the -nav^that ffcngo Starr had played

gan, was singing the part of Tommy. 
He may have been playing a blind 
boy, but his voice had eyes and saw 
through the lyrics of his songs to the 
heart of the story and to the collective 
heart of the audience.

If Roger touched the heart, Who 
drummer Keith Moon touched the 
funny bone—and, occasionaly, a 
somewhat lower portion of his own 
anatomy. Playing Uncle Ernie—the 
role which Ringo Starr sang on the 
album—as a dirty old man, Keith 
wore a newspaper, a dirty trench coat 
and a pair of amputated pants legs 
that covered his ankles and knees but 
stopped abruptly a good hand’s length 
below his crotch. Thus outfitted, he 
would lift his trench coat and treat 
the audience to quick flashes of naked 
buttocks and an elongated organ cov
ered only by the sheer nylon of a 
transparent athletic supporter. His 
moments in the spotlight were high 
points.

A pinball bigger than life: But so, 
too, were the performances of Pete 
Townshend, clad in jeans, turtleneck, 
and a paisley-sequined dinner coat, as 
the Narrator; Stevie Winwood, play
ing the Father in black pants, ruffled 
shirt and long velvet frock; Sandy 
Denny’s three-line stint as the Nurse; 
Graham Bell’s Lover; Maggie Bell’s 
Mother; Richie Havens’ Hawker; 
Merry Clayton’s Acid Queen; John 
Entwistle’s Cousin Kevin; and, last 
but certainly not least, Peter Seller’s 
Viennese- accented, shoulder-length 
black-wigged, white frockcoated, 
Nazi-helmeted Doctor. And, of 
course, playing from the back of the 
stage, the full London Symphony Or
chestra and Choir, who soared beau
tifully into rock orbit.

Then there was the stage—made of 
plexiglass and set up as a giant pin
ball machine, with two bumpers on 
each side for the stars to sit on be
tween numbers, with lights flashing 
to. simulate the movement of pinballs, 
and with story-illuminating images, 
projected onto a screen in back. Had 
the stagehands’ union not objected, 
stage designer Don Hawkins would 
have turned the entire theater into a 
colossal pinball machine with the au
dience in the middle. Instead, he 
placed a swarm of the flashing ma
chines in the lobby.

Swagger and stagger: Tommy was 
staged halfway between a traditional 
concert and a full-blown stage produc
tion, but things were loose enough for 
Stewart to slip in a few tricks that in
furiated the more formally-minded 
members of the audiences—tricks like 
sneaking around the stage while others 
sang, giving guitarist Ronnie Wood
Photos: LFI
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(who played behind Rod, for some 
reason with his amp off) an affection
ate kick, and at one point “helping” 
David Measham lead the LondonDavid Measham lead 
Symphony Orchestra.

Rod and his cronies became even 
looser after the final full cast encore 
had echoed away in the packed thea
ter. The cast and half the celebrities 
in the audience trooped over to the 
stately Cafe Royale for an elegant 
two A.M. breakfast, then staggered 
up to Alice Cooper’s hotel suite for 
a wild, Cooperesque orgy which lasted 
through dawn. The entire night had 
the feeling of an event twice as large 
as life itself—an event that towered 
awesomely over rock’s routine occur
rences and reached the heights of 
monumentality that only George Har
rison’s Bangla Desh concert had 
achieved before. And no one was 
prouder than producer Lou Reizner, 
who declared in a moment of heady 
triumph that "Tommy is like my own 
son now.”

Townshend’s hesitation: For this 
was the capper to a genie’s dream bot
tle which Reinzer had been stroking 
for two years. It was a project that 
every record company in the know 
insisted couldn’t be done. Neverthe
less, without any financial or moral 
support, Reizner got together 150,000 
dollars, convinced the London Sym
phony Orchestra of the merits of his 
plan to cut an all-star Tommy album 
and went to work on Townshend, the 
man who had conceived and written 
Tommy.

Pete had serious reservations . . . 
at first. He was busy with other ven
tures and was a bit tired of Tommy, 
which he felt had become bigger than 
The Who. As Pete explains, “Normal
ly I wouldn’t have gotten involved 
with Tommy; but because Lou Reiz
ner is such a persuasive guy I found 
myself getting involved.”

In fact, it was Pete—who not only 
agreed to take on the narrator role, 
but also helped out by attending rec
ord sessions and approving and reject
ing tracks—who pushed Roger Daltry 
for the part of Tommy. In the late six
ties, Lou Reizner had taken Rod Stew
art from Jeff Beck’s group and pro
duced Stewart’s first solo LP. It was 
natural that years later Reizner would 
want Rod the Mod to take the coveted 
role of the world’s best known deaf, 
dumb, blind kid. But as Pete admitted, 
“it was a situation I felt uncomfortable 
about. For Christ’s sake, I thought it 
was going to look super competitive 
with people comparing Rod’s inter
pretations to Roger’s. I spoke to Kit 
Lambert and Chris Stamp, our man
agers, about it and they felt there

wasn’t much chance that the record 
would ever be made. Nevertheless I 
asked Lou if he would use Roger be
cause he’d heard the backing tape and 
was extremely keen to get involved.”

Lou, having witnessed Pete’s initial 
hesitancy to pick up Tommy again, 
had figured Roger wasn’t interested 
either. But Roger had always felt that 
Tommy was “the most amazing thing 
ever written as far as rock and roll 
goes.” He believed he could make a 
great Tommy, and after testing him so 
did Reizner.

Rounding up the stars: Next Reiz
ner convinced another Who member, 
John Entwistle, to play cousin Ernie. 
Then he taped the London Symphony 
Orchestra and choir and approached 
the stars he wanted with the tapes.

Reizner was understandably appre
hensive. For example, he said, “To 
approach an artist like Sandy Denny 
(who had twice been voted Englands 
top female vocalist in national polls) 
and ask her to sing just three lines is 
quite difficult.”

But it turned out to be easier than 
he thought. For instance, Merry Clay
ton, who had done studio work for 
Reizner when she was only fifteen, 
confided that “I’d been telling every
body that I’d wanted to sing with the 
London Symphony. I’d been on tour, 
and when I got back to L.A. from 
New York, Lou, who knew nothing 
about my interest in doing an opera, 
gave me a tape of The Who with Pete 
Townshend’s voice over the symphony 
so I could see how to phrase the lyr
ics. The next week we did it.”

Over an eight month period it all 
came together. As Reizner explains, “I 
rang up each one on the phone, ex
plained what we had already done, 
and got each one sold on the idea. It 
was done on a friendship basis with 
each and every artist,”

But getting some of the busiest 
singers in the rock world together on 
one piece of vinyl was a tricky busi
ness. Richie Havens was one of the 
many stars who nearly didn’t make it. 
Havens recalls, “I was in England 
doing a concert tour. Lou asked me 
to do one of the songs and gave me 
one cassette with the original and one 
with the music alone—just the orches
tra and chorus. I had it about two 
days, but I couldn’t get to listen to it 
because my tape recorder was busted. 
But finally on the last day—the day 
I had to do it—I was in the country 
and my friend happened to have a 
cassette. So I borrowed it and on the 
way back to the city—we were late 
and just made it, actually—I learned 
it in the car.”

Scrambling to the stage: Soon rec-

MUSIC
ord companies who had previously 
turned down Reizner’s bid for backing 
were clamoring for a piece of the 
action . . . but it was too late; for Lou 
Adler, Ode Record producer, had al
ready secured the rights to Tommy.

Reizner wasn’t able to get everyone 
he wanted—Joe Cocker, James Taylor 
and Carole King were all unavailable 
or uninterested—but for the most part 
he found the performers only too will
ing to get involved. In fact, they got 
so involved that they convinced Reiz
ner not only to do a record of Tom
my, but to stage it as well. Reizner 
was a big-time record producer, but 
what did he know about theater? So 
he sent them all home, telling them to 
return to London only 72 hours be
fore show time. Then he sat down and 
carefully planned the show with Pete 
and a crew of theater pros.

Meanwhile the cast waited, watch
ing with pride as the two-record set 
became an instant best seller in Eu
rope, and watching with pain as the 
Albert Hall cancelled the show for 
being “rude” and “unsavory.” The 
London Symphony had booked the 
show through normal channels, but 
when the Hall realized rock stars were 
to be involved, it was a stuffy, stub
born “certainly not!”

$500 a ticket: Yet the cancellation 
turned out to be a blessing in disguise, 
for the Rainbow Theater, a massive 
old vaudeville house, not only wel
comed Tommy with open arms, but 
didn’t charge Reizner a pence for 
rent! Since proceeds from the show 
went to an organization for spastic 
children, it was joy all around. It was 
joy, too, for the scalpers. Prices for 
the majority of seats ranged from five 
to 20 pounds—but scalpers’ prices 
reportedly went as high as 200.

Apparently, though, even that ex
orbitant price was worth it. Both the 
six and nine-thirty performances won 
“bravo” upon “bravo” and were given 
raves by the critics. The party after
wards was unabashedly spectacular, 
and the record reportedly sold a half 
a million copies in America less than 
three weeks after it came out.

To top it all off, the storm of en
thusiasm roused by the stage show' in 
England soon sent Reizner bustling 
into plans for a live presentation of 
Tommy in New York City this spring. 
But even if Rod Stewart does not re
peat his slap-dash slide to the edge 
of the stage on the distant shores of 
the American continent, the Tommy 
LP will stand as a colossal monument 
to a new' concept in “rock opera"—a 
concept whose success is surpassing 
even Lou Reizner’s wildest dreams.
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